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insufficiently understood motives and an ill-

Contemporary writing and reading about

assorted chain of events that leads to the crime.

crime cannot exist without the psychoanalysis

There are errors of functionaries, malfunctioning

of Jacques Lacan. Firstly, by analysing forbidden

of the legal and academic systems, poorly

deeds such as attempts on life or actual murder, he

formulated hypotheses, political vested interests,

arrived at the basis of his theoretical system and

tired material and insufficient intuition.

wrote a text about the usefulness of psychoanalysis
in criminology (analysing the crime of the Papin

*
The main threads and themes of this issue are: the
themes of matricide and patricide – fundamental

without Ornament

for culture – viewed in psychoanalytical terms,
for instance in the text by Elżbieta Sala, and with
irony – by Michał Kmiecik,
currently the youngest Polish theatre actor.
We also write about artists whose tragic death

Sebastian Liszka

and tragic circumstances thereof continue to
focus our attention (Pier Paolo Pasolini, in the
essay by Dobromiła Gołębiak, and Ana Mendieta,
in the text that we reprint from hyperallergic.
com), and also about the American artist Jasper

The present – already up to No. 8 – issue of

to Loos, to produce ornaments and to focus

MOCAK Forum has been prepared to accompany

on decorative fripperies was, bearing in mind

the exhibition Crime in Art, which opened

the limited resources available, uneconomical

at MOCAK on 16 May. Here, our readers will

and wasteful. Decorative utility art ages faster,

find inspiration, commentaries of a sort, or

it is impermanent, superficial and blocks

perhaps, a complement to the issues raised by

unnecessarily our access to other forms of

the exhibition. The discoveries that await the

activity and ways of expressing ourselves. Loos

readers depend on them alone. For, after all,

was dreaming about an era when art would

nothing stops what has already been uncovered

take over the functions originally performed by

being rediscovered anew. Thus, let us start by

ornament – a notion that seems to be a perfect fit

discovering the inspirations behind and the

to the exhibition presented at MOCAK.

premises of the current issue.
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Spicero, only arriving on the art world scene,
who had been pointed out to Arkadiusz Półtorak
by the curators of the project 89 plus Simon

magazine). Secondly, his method reveals in what
way what is invisible is present in the system of
thought. Michał Płaczek develops these reflections
in his text devoted to the glorification of serial
killers and in his detailed analysis of the book
Lacan at the Scene by Henry Bond. On the stage of
life, human tragedy does not have to be played out
in deadly serious tones. Hence, we also include
a miniature by Gertrude Stein, Three Sisters Who
Are Not Sisters – a parody of a popular detective
thriller, as well as a text by pilgrim/majewski that
originated a few years ago for Wrocław’s Witkacy
Stage – left one right one heeled one – the postwar
story of the shoes of… Magda Goebbels.
Enjoy the read!

Castets and Hans Ulrich Obrist.

The underlying notions of the current

By a fortuitous coincidence, at almost the

issue of MOCAK Forum and the selected authors

same time that the opening of the exhibition took

betray inspiration by the ideas of Adolf Loos.

place at MOCAK, Polish readers found themselves

We were at pains to avoid ornament, an artifice

in a position to peruse the newly published, first-

which has become all too easy to resort to when

ever Polish edition of Ornament and Crime the

applied to the theme of ‘crime’ – present 24/7

volume of essays and lectures of Adolf Loos –

in the gutter press, popular literature and on

one of the fathers of the modern movement in

TV. The chaotic nature and superficiality of this

architecture. The eponymous statement was

ornament stem from the hope that it is possible

also the title of the most acclaimed manifesto,

to commit a perfect crime against crime itself –

passionate and aggressively confident, of this

one that will allay group anxiety, bring back

Viennese architect.

justice and remove the tangibility, violence and

A hundred and one years ago, Loos made

Magda Buczek, Suit
from Gamla Stan, 2012,
photograph, courtesy
of the artist

sisters, referred to in the current issue of the

irrevocability of crime.

the object of his virulent attack both ornament

Instead of contorted gymnastics with

and the satisfaction that people derive from

ornament, we propose a cultural take – which

it – people who ‘are not entirely of the age

is, however, by no means the soft option. There

that they are living in’, as he put it. According

is, after all, no perfect crime. There are only

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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Serial Killers and Heroes: A Paradoxical Identity

Michał Płaczek

Michał Płaczek
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

Serial
Killers
and Heroes

A Paradoxical Identity
Serial killers are fascinating, and fascination

At this point, it would be of course

is not so much a cognitive state as a symptom,

justified to refer, at least briefly, to a broad

a sign that at the very core of the mental

anthropological perspective that would help

apparatus a particularly intensive process must

us place the phenomenon of such fascination

be taking place.

with serial killers among other fascinations of

If we were to look at the image of the

a similar structure. However, concentrating on

serial killer that dominates mainstream media

the relationship of similarity inevitably leads us

and popular publications about this class of

towards anaesthetising the tension occasioned

criminals, we would not recognise anyone

by difference. In this case, we are talking about

familiar. The image of a serial killer belongs to

something different than just a ‘run-of-the-

the very same spectrum as our constructions

mill killer’, neither can we talk, at least not in

of a terminally ill patient – the serial killer is

the formal dimension, about any connection

the perfect stranger, whose existence can be

between the serial killer and the projections

shared exclusively by someone other than I.

of collective fears recurring in the age-old

A murderer and a cancer patient share one

demonology. Such fears more often utilise the

trait: their bodies, their outer appearance (and

figure of evil, which, even though able to touch

thus their image) form a shell that conceals the

anybody, remains partially hidden in darkness.

squalid inside that holds the mystery of death.

The bogeyman or the old man that takes naughty

However, the sick person has been betrayed

children away are media that draw people into

by their insides, he or she slowly passes away,

death – they are its mobile emissaries. But the evil

growing ever weaker, linked to the machinery

wrought itself, the way it comes about, remains

that gives on-going updates about ‘how

unspoken. In the tale, once we step through the

much life remains in the man’. Meanwhile,

gate of Bluebeard’s castle or the threshold of the

the outer layer of the serial killer conceals his

scary bird’s bloody bath, the terror melts away in

ability to cross the boundary that separates

the promise of salvation. Terror is a mute fit of the

most individuals from the aptitude to kill

inexpressible; the danger, once it takes place in

another human being (except for some special
circumstances).

4
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full light, seems subject to mandatory salvation,
if not by the sparing of life, then at least by the

Hubert Czerepok,
Group portrait (serial
killers: John Wayne
Gacy, Jr., Theodore
Robert Bundy, Serhiy
Tkach, Donald
Harvey, Moses
Sithole, Belle Sorenson
Gunness, Ahmad
Suradji, Alexander
Pichushkin, Gary Leon
Ridgway, Anatoly
Onoprienko, Andrei
Romanovich Chikatilo,
Pedro Alonso Lopez,
Yang Xinhai,
Pedro Rodrigues Filho,
Elizabeth Bathory,
Javed Iqbal, Luis
Alfredo Garavito
Cubillos, Harold
Frederick “Fred”
Shipman), 2009, own
technique, 29.7 × 21
cm, courtesy of ŻAK
BRANICKA, Berlin

rituals of revering the dead, of the homage paid

(hallucinoses, delusions, mirages), had for the first

to their memory.

time been described by Emil Kraepelin only in the

As a narratological being, the serial killer is

late 1800s. In the same vein, the serial killer loomed

not associated with any eternality. We easily notice

out of the stench of London Whitechapel’s back

that, not unlike schizophrenia for instance, the

alleys at the beginning of April of 1888 as Jack the

serial killer is a phenomenon connected with the

Ripper; he came into presence out of the restless,

development of the modern model of the city. This is

crisis-ridden community of industrial poverty,

hardly a figurative statement: there is a connection

where people’s life was in permanent danger.

that directly links schizophrenia and murders

I speak about coming into presence (Heidegger’s

committed on a serial basis by one individual with

‘abwesen’) to convey the holistic nature of this

the industrial revolution. The theory that assumes

revelation. Jack the Ripper has been (is) a depositary

schizophrenia to be, whatever it in fact is, a disease

of the fundamental characteristics of a serial killer.

of affluence, i.e. the side effect of the rapid changes

First of all, as Thanatos in human form,

in human environment, has for a few years now

he submerges the lives of his victims in hateful

held a strong position among other hypotheses

aggression directed towards everything that, in

that describe this disease. Or rather a complex of

everyday life, testifies to being alive, i.e. face,

diseases, which, in this particular form, one that

entrails hidden inside the body, and sexual

combines cognitive and emotional deficits that

organs, responsible both for passing on life and

are difficult to mend with positive symptoms

experiencing life to the utmost.

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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psychological cost borne by him during and after

masturbation formed in his mind. We can clearly

the killings was minimal. Mazurkiewicz killed

see how an activity produced in the process of

to become richer. For a dissocial personality, he

sublimation through a strong anxiety mechanism

functioned exceptionally well within society,

becomes once again embedded within the Real

probably thanks to his complete lack of morality.

so that it completely paralyses the ability to

We know that he was both a smuggler and a

function within the Symbolic. However, it is not

Gestapo informer during the war, while after

just a simple reversal of the previous process. A

1945 he became a loyal collaborator of Stalinist

symbol remains a symbol, although it loses its

security services. Even though he had no

locus within the Symbolic order and becomes

internalised moral aptitude, he was adept at

deprived of its usefulness, landing within the

interpreting social conventions and for many

mechanics of a system that is strange to it,

years acted as a typical bon vivant. It would seem

thus distorting the ability to relieve tension, to

that such features should make Mazurkiewicz an

achieve pleasure and relief, and at the same time

instant hero of people’s imagination. However,

– to confront reality.

it never happened, and today his case is known
mostly through professional criminologists.

Danny Devos,
Serial Killer Flags, 1987,
installation, exhibition
Crime in Art,
photo: R. Sosin
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Speaking in more measurable, behavioural
terms, we are talking about greed which in its

What is missing in this picture? The first

intensity is an expression of a drive laid bare. As

explanation that comes to mind is: refined

Freud himself commented, in general Thanatos

methods. The lack of the uncanny, of Freud’s

does not appear on its own, always acting in union

Unheimliche, which is a condition necessary

with a libidinal energy. In other words, Thanatos

for arousing fascination, is to be associated

is a mistake that feeds on the libido, just as the

with the narcissism of the fascinated. In this

scandal of death is a mistake in relation to life.

case, where the criminal’s actions bring such

In order to neutralise the scandalous absurd of

utilitarian profits, the person who learns about

death, Thanatos resorts to passion, to passionate

Secondly, power. Whoever this man was,

begging in Whitechapel. It was not greed, it was

them feels the narcissism of small differences,

aggression, one that imbues our thoughts with

he claimed power over life itself and the way

just poverty. Racial tension, general alcoholism,

a rejecting reluctance that stems from the clarity

the will to destroy. In its origin, this penchant for

the entire community lived. The law, which

sexually

and

of the killer’s psychological make-up. In the 20th

destruction constitutes what Freud, in the early

he violated at its very core by taking the life of

frustration – Whitechapel was a hotbed of

century, greed ceased to be a perversion. Without

stages of his study of the nature of drives, referred

another human being, succumbed to him to

crime. And yet this criminal was different than

any political declarations, we can say that greed

to as the ‘Nirvana principle’, i.e. a primeval will to

the degree in which, by becoming an object

others. What made him different was that it was

became incorporated into the general diagram of

reverse one’s birth, to turn one’s back towards life

of imagination, he invalidated the meaning of

impossible to determine the goal of his actions.

morally neutral attitudes, while some forms of

and return to the state of ‘oceanic’ non-existence.

law. His actions are also devoid of any symbolic

Even though his victims bore increasingly visible

its realisation or consequences are represented

We know that the fascination with image,

refinement, carrying just a simple semiotic

traces of the killer’s emotional distress, he

positively in the dominant discourse. Ebenezer

especially with images that in psychological life

conveyed by the letter he sent to the helpless

remained systematic, leaving behind a parody of

Scrooge was transformed into the funny Scrooge

represent ideas, is a sublimating response to

police, entitled ‘Letter from hell’.

a teleological expression of his own subjectivity.

McDuck from the Duck Tales. The Avaritia that

unconscious fantasies of seduction. Let us keep

This thanatic absolutism is also reinforced

Those who started to populate the history

seized Pound with terror, that led him beyond

this in mind when we return to the social reality

by the fact that Jack the Ripper’s identity has yet

of criminalistics and criminology after him

the pale of racist stupidity, is anything but

of idea-forming work performed within the

to be uncovered. It leads us to the direct object of

seem to attract attention not so much by their

demonic in the world that we are trying to catch

system of collective feedback.

our discussion, the phenomenon of the alienating

uniqueness as by being ‘one of those’, members

red-handed in this article.

heroification of criminals that killed more than one

of an inhuman dynasty. Just like rulers, serial

In order to be fascinating, greed must bear

heroic functioning is to use the example of the

person within more than one incident (otherwise

killers almost always bear nicknames other than

the traces of sublimation and symbolic equation,

fictional character of doctor Hannibal Lecter.

we would be talking about a mass killer).

their last names, with words such as ‘vampire’,

phenomena that are seemingly contradictory.

The very name, created by Thomas Harris, is

Jack the Ripper’s legend-generating power

‘ripper’, ‘hunter’, ‘strangler’ replacing royal

Sublimation means a certain elevation of the

used as a sign of automatic reference to the awe-

stemmed from the unique character of his deeds

appellations of the ‘great’, ‘bold’ or ‘chaste’ type.

force of a drive through its transformation into

inspiring, inhuman criminal.

considered as a whole. After all, women were

Not every serial killer however has traits

a power embedded in a sphere distant from the

Hannibal Lecter is something of an arch-

killed in Whitechapel every day, especially when

that can inspire fascination beyond the circles

Real. Meanwhile, symbolic equation is a form

killer. If we were to separate this character into

it came to poor prostitutes, quite often caught up

of the justice system and criminologists. Let us

of attacking the process of symbol creation

its fundamental components, we would be left

in a vicious circle of alcoholism and subsisting

look for example at Władysław Mazurkiewicz,

and thus a way to belittle the higher order. The

with contradictory elements, beginning with

on the threshold of penury. Prostitution was the

a killer active in post-war Kraków. Without

violinist described by Hanna Segal serves as

extremely sophisticated sublimation, a mix of

only way to survive and be able to drink – the

a doubt, Mazurkiewicz suffered from the dissocial

a good example of this process. The musician

the genius of the Florentine dawn, the artistry

only thing worse than that was begging. But

personality disorder, he undoubtedly perceived

was not able to perform ever since a symbolic

of polyphony, the perfect calligraphy and the

no one would have given a penny to a woman

his victims in an instrumental manner, and the

equation between playing an instrument and

in-depth knowledge of the mathematic theory

transmitted

diseases,

hunger

The easiest way to convey the gist of this

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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of chaos (which is, incidentally, rather fuzzily

of fantasy into one being. The death of the body

presented in the novel Hannibal), and ending

coexists with the overcoming of other limitations

with a paranoid-schizoid oral greed carried

of human substance. The heroic narration merges

to the point of cannibalism. Interestingly,

elements that cannot go together, it bonds what

the man-eating Lecter is constructed beyond

was rejected in the paranoid-schizoid position

any

some

and, in the process of projective identification,

actual anthropophagic killers, Lecter’s acts of

placed in an object (the bad object) – the

cannibalism contain a parody of the relationship

persecutory functions of physical existence –

of power (regained?), but at the same time he

with those features attributed to the object that

seems not to care about keeping his victims close

one wants, in a way, to return to it, to give it

to him (to protect himself from losing them).

back to the object in order to maintain its unity

Indeed, Lecter truly despises his victims, which

(a reparation attempt).

psychological

probability.

Like

is why he eliminates them.
It would seem that such highly improbable
characters should be rather unattractive to viewers.

Apart from literary narratives, with more or less

fascination or affinity with the character with

fictional plots, a significant proportion of the

identification, or reasserting the rationality of

imagination industry described here is controlled

one’s own way of functioning, were correct.

by documentary narratives. Such narratives

However, this relationship is not at all that simple.

usually take the form of popular documentary

This is when we come to the act of

programmes, with a huge number broadcast

As

was

mentioned

before,

heroification is based on alienation.

programmes is several times higher than the
number of books and full length feature films

‘protector’, ‘guardian’. The word ‘hero’ comes

based on true stories. Formally, they have a lot in

from the same root as the name of the goddess

common, while the range of narrative tools used

Hera, a guardian. As we remember, heroes were

is very limited. One smaller group is composed

usually the fruit of adulterous affairs between

of programmes that concentrate on interviewing

gods and mortals; mythology also abounds in

the perpetrator in person. Quite often, the

images of beautiful women impregnated by

interviewer is either a forensic psychiatrist or

gods through trickery and brutal rape. Heroes

a behavioural psychologist. The second group

enjoy the status of divine half-breeds, they are

documents the criminal activity of a given

half-gods but also half-people. They possess

person with archive footage, photocopies of

superhuman powers, their senses and skills are

investigation files, interviews with the family of

exceptionally developed.

the criminal and victims, authors of publications

Born of fantasies of omnipotence, childish

devoted to the protagonists, TV experts and

in their roots, heroes are thus entangled in human

actual experts on various domains of criminology

corporality and mortality, a problem highlighted in

and criminalistics and people who took part in the

the heroic narration. The hero’s life is fragile and, at

investigation and court proceedings connected

the end of the day, it is impossible for him to survive.

with the case. This ‘authentic’ dimension is

The hero dies, killed by the mistake of humanity.

interwoven with bluntly artificial staging of the
incidents, narrated off-camera.

Magda Buczek,
Suit from Gamla Stan,
2012, photograph,
courtesy of the artis

can describe the heroic myth in terms of images

These staged scenes, much as the complete

disappear, increasingly similar to one another,

compassion for the victims, entering their

of freedom from human limits (Feuerbach’s

films, are primitive and kitschy (in terms of

almost completely unimportant as subjects,

experience, require enormous strength both

alienation), repressed by the tragic awareness

cinematography, acting, morals), and speak

barely important as objects of the killer’s actions

on the part of the storyteller and the viewer.

of the inevitable. But we can also describe this

volumes about the technology of creating

– because only the actions are crucial.

In the case of a mass crime, the narrative

alienation in different terms, closer to the modus

imagination.

The observation that discourses about

mainstream morally justifies this exclusion by

crime, be it individual or group crime, focus

using the figure of the inexpressible, based on

about serial killers is the figure of the extra,

on

the

the thesis that the victims’ experience can be

sublimating power of the myth. However, it is

which, in a metaphorical dimension, is the

victim symbolically, is of course nothing

accessed only by the victims, by those who

different than other products of sublimation in

victim. Reality goes on, the killer is on the move,

new. There is also a general consensus as to

perished. And thus, in an inexpressible (as the

that it conjoins two formerly separated elements

while victims appear for a brief moment only to

the understanding of this state of affairs –

name suggests) way, physical extermination

operandi of the psychological apparatus.
The heroic narrative is a product of the

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]

on thematic TV stations. The number of such

The Greek word ήρος literally means

We have talked about alienation. Indeed, we

8

Lesser heroisms

And it would be so if the logic of identifying

heroification.

Michał Płaczek

What stands out in these TV documentaries

the

perpetrator

while

excluding

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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is equated with semantic extermination, with

just an epitome of the drive and the meaning-

pushing out beyond the boundaries of human

generating power of the mechanism of language.

language, beyond the human community. The

As a hero, the killer is by nature endowed with

victims inspire fear and terror, remorse, guilt,

a type of mind that allows him to be free, to

frustration and aggression. By presenting their

be ‘beyond good and evil’, to live a life that

position as ‘inexpressible’, the story deprives

solved the mystery of emancipation from the

them of their human status, while keeping up

restrictions invented by culture. The serial

the appearances of moral purity.

killer mythology identifies this superhuman, or

Several months ago, interested in the

maybe posthuman, feature with psychopathy,

phenomenon of the authentic (not metaphorical)

referred to correctly in the psychiatric nosology

cult of serial killers, I stumbled upon one of

as an antisocial (American nosology) or dissocial

the hundreds of message boards devoted to

(European nosology) personality disorder.

this issue. The attitudes of the worshippers

On a side note: One can hardly resist the

take a variety of forms, from fascination and

impression that the cult of criminals seen from

gathering information, through collecting objects

this perspective shows much affinity with Neo-

connected with the object of their fascination,

Nazi fascinations. The modernist imaginarium,

to seeking personal contact through mail, and in

the primitive social Darwinism, dreams of

some extreme cases also entering into romantic

one’s own superiority, of a leader, a master

relationships, sometimes even ending with

that managed to break away from the shackles

marriage. Message board members discussed the

of morality, the hateful contempt for victims,

restrictions imposed by the justice system on

and, on top of that, the cult of masculinity, since

one of the death row inmates. The restrictions

women are never objects of similar devotion – all

applied to personal contact, as well as circulating

of that forms various masks adopted by the same

the paintings created by the criminal, which

phantasmatic paradigm.

presented rather banal genre scenes of mutilated

Magda Buczek,
Azure, 2014, photograph,
courtesy of the artist
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Psychopathy
in

the

is

something

different

aggressive in tone, with anger clearly directed

psychopathological and social observations than

towards the families of the victims: it was their

in the realm of tales about heroes that repeatedly

intervention that caused the authorities to impose

eliminate

the restrictions. No wonder that the expressions

narratives erroneously link it with extraordinary

of discontent slowly morphed into death wishes,

intelligence. This is pure fantasy. Usually, the

or better yet a total extermination of the aggrieved

killers’ IQ is at least slightly lower than average,

families. In the eyes of the message board

and this applies also to serial killers. Another

members, the families represented a malicious

unique feature consists in something referred

force that tried to repress their cult.

to as ‘lack of conscience’ or, more broadly,

helpless,

realm

random

of

completely

female bodies. The thread became increasingly

measureable

victims.

Such

Calling such an attitude deviated would

‘lack of ability to experience higher feelings’.

not give us anything. Judgement almost never

Legend-based accounts, which as a matter of

contributes anything valuable to the cognitive

fact permeate also popular futurologist images

process. I have described this episode only to

of transhumanism, present such inability as

highlight a measurable effect produced by using

connected with freedom from the barriers that

the narratological strategy of constructing the

make it impossible to plan effectively and carry

killer as an inert character, who, through his

out one’s actions. However, the psychopathic

actions, sets the victim into semantic motion,

reality is different. Lack of conscience is a serious

literally signifying it. The killer is a signifier, or

disability, inseparably linked with immaturity.

rather a holder of the power of signifying, while

An asocial personality acts impulsively, its needs

the victim is but a mute signified, extracted from

are fulfilled without any consideration that

semantic non-existence exactly by the fact that

could outline the possible consequences. Lack of

he or she became a victim.

compassion for the victims is also connected with

Of course, the formula of heroifying

a sense of impunity, which in turn usually leads

fascination relies mostly on the set of fantastical

to the criminal being captured on a short notice.

superstitions about the superhuman aspects

When associating the serial killers’ aptitude to

of the killer’s psyche. The killer is no longer

avoid criminal liability for a longer or shorter time

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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with their alleged talent for crime, we succumb

pleasure principle.

*

Michał Płaczek

Instead

of

looking

at

analogies

and

to a simple attribution mistake, an erroneous

Coming back to the question of narratives

We still however have not answered the obvious

seemingly rational premises, let us look at the

attribution of features resulting from heuristics.

produced by the idea of ‘the mask of

question that springs from what has been said

heroes themselves. We know that, as demi-gods,

The relations between the perpetrator’s crime and

normality’, we can see that the cases of some

above: Why would serial killers be considered

they stand above humans. We also know they

his arrest and punishment are much more complex

of the most famous serial killers seem to fit the

heroes? We have after all the quite popular term

were called protectors. However, we have yet to

than what is usually presented in films, novels or

description. Known under pseudonyms such

‘antihero’, which seems to fit the fantasies of

describe the form this protection takes. Heroic

TV documentaries. It is a set of equations with

as BTK (Bind-Torture-Kill – Denis Rader) or

possessing superpowers and at the same time

mythographies are full of descriptions of heroic acts

many unknown variables, including: random

Green River Killer (Gary Ridgway), they are

points to the evil nature of the idealised character.

consisting in a physical elimination of danger. The

factors, possible human errors, the limitations of

usually presented as ‘good fathers, husbands,

As we have said before, the hero means, in

hero is someone that kills. He kills time and again.

criminal justice technology, the legal framework

neighbours, employees’, with their murderous

its etymology, a guardian, a protector. We could

The hero, we could say somewhat mischievously,

for gathering and later presenting evidence

passion completely concealed in their daily life.

make here an about-turn not unlike the one

kills serially. The 12 labours of Heracles, one of the

during court proceedings, the legal framework

A closer look at the biographies of both killers

Maria Janion performed when she analysed the

most popular stories from the Greek mythology,

governing the appearance of the accused before

shows that, although their activity period was

work and myth of Marquis de Sade, pointing out

were in fact a punishment for the mass murder he

the justice system.

exceptionally long – around 30 and 20 years,

that de Sade’s literary universe is so methodically

had committed.

respectively, the reason lay in, as suggested

filled with blasphemy and crime that it is by no

We can thus see that the phenomenon that

modern terms was Hervey M. Cleckley, author of

above,

of

means attractive and with its surreal nature

we have attempted to describe here is without

The Mask of Sanity. The author himself deserves

investigation technologies or the hierarchic

becomes in fact an apology of sanctity, purity

precedent. The question of what to do with the

a separate introduction, but unfortunately

decision-making

investigation

and morality. We could thus by analogy say that

fact that we still, from time to time, look for

we do not have space for it in this article. In

units entwined in a matrix of local, state and

serial killer narratives provide the audience with

protectors of our collective safety in individuals

his career, he focused on rather spectacular

federal bodies. Once we study their biographies

a substitute of experiencing the evil, which, as

that are ready to kill will have to be answered at

psychopathological

including

in detail, the ‘mask’ theory is debunked. The

has been said above, is rooted in early childhood

some point. This answer however will also have

psychopathy and dissociative identity disorder

killers turn out to be home tyrants, habitual

registers of the unconscious. However, such an

to become a radical change, one that we still have

(usually called multiple personality disorder).

customers of prostitutes, convicted for lesser

interpretation suffers from one basic flaw – it is

a lot of growing up to do to accept.

From today’s perspective, we can see how

offences (constant conflicts with law are

Cleckley was an effective myth creator, but his

typical of people suffering from the antisocial

claims do not fully stand the test of long-term

personality disorder); quite often they have

research results. This conviction that there is

a history of failed relationships, while their

a thing such as ‘the mask of normality’ has

social environment had a hard time tolerating

served and still serves as a basis for the cultural

their symptomatic behaviours – in the case

image of the serial killer. According to this idea,

of Rader, his neighbourhood watch service,

the existence of such an individual is separated

where on several occasions he turned out to be

into two poles – into the social ‘day’, when

a downright sadist. The fantastic nature of the

family and professional duties are performed,

serial killer myth is also a reason why the killer’s

and the individual participates in the activities

closest environment remains blind to his features.

of local community and other endeavours, and

Gary Ridgway’s friends jokingly called him Green

the ‘night’, when the ‘true nature’ of the killer

River Gary; also a school friend of Krakow-based

takes over, allowing him or her to fulfil their

underage killer Karol Kot remembered after

murderous fantasies.

many years that sometimes the class joked that

The first person to describe psychopaths in

phenomena,

the

contemporary
system

limitations
of

This romantic vision is very attractive,

Kot was the ‘vampire’ who was then killing

because it sanctions a rather flat metaphor as

people in Krakow. However, the gap between

real. The thought that there is a two-dimensional

the reality principle and the anxiety-soothing

map that separates ambivalent desires of the

fantasy is usually too wide to enable combining

id and ethical, creative functioning of the

the evidence provided by someone’s behaviour

ego controlled by the superego, seem rather

with the correct conclusions.

nonsensical when expressed in psychoanalytic

The ultimate proof that psychopaths do

terms. In other words, psychoanalysis is a field in

not function well can be found in the simplest

which ideas are subject to the test of the reality

of statistics. According to epidemiological data,

principle. This process lays bare the wishful

the so-called psychopathy concerns around 3%

nature of mental constructs that give the subject

of male population and 1% of female population,

just the possibility of experiencing any number

with the ratio rising to at least 70% in prisons

of realities that he or she can bear. Whatever is

(data for the USA).

Crime in Art,
exhibition view,
photo: R. Sosin

purely speculative.

disturbing is in this way hidden thanks to the

12
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Notatki w sprawie sióstr Papin

Sebastian Liszka

Sebastian Liszka
Translation: Dorota Malina

NOTES ON THE
PAPIN SISTERS’
CASE
Christine (b.1905) and Léa (b. 1911) Papin,

When one day the girl accidently threw some

brought up in a small village south of Le Mans,

buns on the floor, her mistress pinched her very

worked as maids for the bourgeois Lancelin

painfully. To which Léa reportedly said: “If she

family from 1926.

does it again, I will defend myself”.
*

*

Their only pastime was going to church.

At the beginning of 1933 the entire household

Gradually, they started isolating themselves from

was at risk of falling into disrepute as Monsieur

their immediate family. After the final rift with

Lancelin had been accused (rightly, as it turned

their mother, Madame Lancelin suggested they

out) of embezzling money from the city trust fund.

call her maman, but only when there were no
*

strangers in the house.
*

On 2 February, 1933 Monsieur Lancelin went
to his friends for dinner, where his wife and

There are reasons to believe that the sisters had

daughter were supposed to join him. When they

an incestuous relationship in which Chistine was

failed to arrive, he got worried and returned

the dominant partner.

home. The house was in complete darkness.
From outside, he noticed only a flickering candle
*

in the attic window. He summoned the police
and, together with a few policemen and a local

Magda Buczek,
Queen, 2013, collage,
25 × 20 cm, courtesy
of the artist
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Maman Lancelin used to say that the sisters had

official, he discovered the corpses of his wife

been a great investment as she had got “two

and daughter. As for the Papin sisters, they were

for the price of one”. She especially appreciated

locked in their room. The men forced the door

Christine’s cooking as the elder sister could make

and saw them naked, clutching each other. They

even the most sophisticated dishes. On Léa she

confessed to the murder immediately.

used to inflict humiliating corporal punishments.
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Notes on the papin sisters’ case

*

Was this really a motiveless crime? With the

Sebastian Liszka

*

*

benefit of hindsight, we can quite clearly see
The victims were attacked at the top of the

both the motives of the murder and the sources

Today, the Papin case can be analysed in the context

Having served a few years in jail, Léa Papin came

stairs and sustained injuries from the fall. The

of Christine’s disease. In 1933 the sisters’ crime

of criminological male-streaming. This approach,

back to her family village and moved in with her

immediate cause of their death was extensive

was interpreted as motiveless probably due to

whilst not attempting to exculpate anyone, allows

mother. Until the end of her life Léa worked as a

damage to the head. They had been beaten

the influence of Cesare Lombroso’s ideas. In his

for a critical comparison of the ways male and

hotel maid. It was established that she had died

with blunt objects (a hammer and a pewter

book La donna delinquente, la prostituta e la donna

female perpetrators are dealt with by the justice

in a hospice in 2001, although previously she was

pitcher) so hard that their facial features were

normale (first translated into English in 1895 as

system. In the notorious case of Aileen Wuornos

thought to have died a long time before.

unrecognizable. Madame Lancelin also had tights

The Female Offender) he writes that a murderess

(which inspired the 2003 movie Monster) many

tied around her neck.

is first and foremost degenerate (contrary

commentators noted that if a man had killed six

to a murderer, who simply has a propensity

prostitutes rather than a woman killing her six

for crime). Woman is by nature gentle, she is

clients, the murderer would never have been

In 1947, Jean Genet, the enfant terrible of

a mother and a carer. A female criminal is ill, in all

sentenced to death. Closer scrutiny shows this

French literature, destructor and moralist,

The type of injuries and the fact that they

likelihood incurably. Her nature is diseased and

is not just a fanciful assertion. Male perpetrators

“the criminal and the saint”1 wrote a play The

were mostly inflicted after the victims’ death

so, by extension, is her morality. Such thinking,

are usually captured later. A woman – let alone

Maids. The plot is simple – two maids, Claire

suggest that the perpetrators acted under the

though less overt, persists to this day. This

a prostitute – threatening men was for the (male-

and Solange, at the same time love and hate

influence of strong emotions, in a chaotic way

approach to female offenders can be exemplified

dominated) police force a personification of real

their mistress, whom they call Madame. Through

(for example, they used the tools that happened

by the case of Monika Szymańska, who in 1997

monstrosity. The knowledge that Wuornos was

a series of anonymous letters they denounce

to be at hand). This was a so called ‘overkilling’

took part in murdering Tomek Jaworski. It is

not only a haggard prostitute, but also a bisexual

her lover to the police and when he is released,

i.e. inflicting much more serious injuries than

very often said that murderesses are more cruel

in a relationship when the crime was committed,

they try to kill Madame. They do not succeed. As

is strictly necessary to deprive someone of

than male offenders – such remarks are meant

did undoubtedly dispose the jury negatively

a result of many elaborate mystifications (in the

their life. When the victims were already dead,

to emphasize the incompatibility of criminal

towards her.

course of the play, the maids swap places and act

the sisters stripped them and mutilated their

inclinations with ‘feminine nature’.

*

out scenes which show their relationship with
*

genitalia. Madame Lancelin additionally had her
eyes gouged out. Both victims were also partly

*

to the way a cook would prepare a rabbit. The

A woman who kills is therefore seen as a monster,

murder was committed during a power cut.

someone unworthy to be called a human. However,

Jacques Lacan, who was preparing his doctoral

it is not the same for all kinds of murderesses –

dissertation on female psychosis at the time,

those guilty of infanticide evoke distinct emotions,

ascribed symbolic meaning to the crime – he

so do those working in healthcare.

saw it as the ultimate trigger for psychotic
*

motive of the crime, he contradicted a court

other relishes in the alleged act of murder.
barrister in the district, Germaine Brière.
*

In Genet’s play everything is fake. The viewers are
constantly deceived and repeatedly discover that

Immediately after their arrest, Christine started

what they considered true just a while ago, is just

showing very serious symptoms of advanced

an illusion. One illusion gives way to another and

psychosis. Already before the trial, she tried

this winds the plot up leading to the final outburst

to gouge her own eyes (a fixation on the sight

(denouement). According to Genet: “At least this

In the case of Papin sisters it is clear that as

is common amongst people with psychosis,

beauty must have the power of a poem, that is to

was seen as motiveless.

a result of overkilling, irreversible chaos was

especially paranoiacs) so that she was restrained

say of a crime”2.

created. The subsequent activities (mutilation,

in a straightjacket for her own good. When she

skinning) indicate attempts at bringing back order,

was locked in prison, her condition deteriorated

but not of the rational and accepted kind. Rather,

further. Christine’s relationship with her sister was

Lacan, then a relatively unknown follower of

the efforts to make the corpses resemble animal

clearly obsessive. Isolated from Léa, she refused

Although Genet denied that the play had been

psychoanalysis, could not compete with the

carcasses indicate delusional (dis)order. The sisters

to eat and either withdrew into catatonic stupor

inspired by the notorious crime from fifteen years

thesis of communist circles, who attributed

left all their murder weapon at the scene. It was

or suffered from hallucinations and delusions of

before, the huge success it enjoyed meant that the

the crime to exploitation and saw it as a brutal

therefore a typical psychosis-related crime with a

reference. She probably did not understand that

interest in the case from Le Mans was revived .

manifestation of the class conflict. The French

delusional motive – it was disorderly, chaotic with

her death sentence had been commuted to life

press covered the trial extensively, there

elements that can be explained only by a psychotic

imprisonment. Her condition was so serious that

were also a few protests. It is somewhat ironic

episode. The sisters did not cover their tracks or

she was transferred to a psychiatric ward in Rennes,

that Christine and Léa should inadvertently

flee. Horrified, they were waiting to be captured.

where she died of wasting syndrome in 1937.

contribute to the improvement of working and

Only they knew what had happened between the

living conditions of domestic staff.

crime and the arrest. On the walls along the stairs

*

*

*

the police discovered many bloodstains which

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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expert form Le Mans since initially the murder

*
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Madame) one of them commits suicide and the

The sisters were represented by the first woman

skinned. All this bore an uncanny resemblance

disorder. Pointing to paranoiac psychosis as the

***

1

allowed them to reconstruct the events accurately,

The last time the sisters saw each other was

independently of the sisters’ testimony.

during the trial.

2

Translated by Bernard Frechtman
Genet, Les Bonnes – L’Atelier,d’Alberto Giacometti,
Decines L’Arbalete, Neuchâtel, 1958, pp.145-146
(translated by Martin Esslin)
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Don't Kill Your Idols, Kill Your Darlings

Michał Kmiecik

Michał Kmiecik
Translation: Dorota Malina

Don’t Kill
Your Idols,
Kill Your
Darlings
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June 2014, Poland. Yet another week of rankings,

I have always thought Graff was younger. Young

reviews and recapitulations. What went well and

enough not to count herself and her peers

what did not in the last theatre season? What

among those who have benefited most from the

was supposed to be different but was not? Was

transformation. Though the generation which

this a good thing or a bad thing? Are the stupid

in 1989 was reaching adulthood (and especially

still stupid and is there any chance for them to

those who had some social capital and economic

change? Of course, the founding fathers together

means) did not do that badly out of it.

with the founding mothers cannot give any

But not those born in the 1970s rule

answers. Unless the question is: “Do you think

the world today. It is hardly surprising. The

the last 25 years was successful?”. Then they

generational party Graff wrote about could

unanimously reply “yes”. And it is not a tentative

only have been be a high school prom. People

yes, a hesitant yes, a yes that would be mumbled

who were ten years older than her, perhaps not

under their noses. It is an enthusiastic yes, a vocal

yet at the top but certainly with more feathers

and unequivocal yes which suggests that it was

in their cap than college freshmen, had fun

worth lying on polystyrene and reading poetry in

elsewhere. I am generally suspicious about

churches so that now, on the 25th anniversary of
the Polish Third Republic, they can say yes loud
and clear.

Michał Kmiecik next to
Bertolt Brecht's statue
in Berlin, courtesy of
the author

Najsztub: Does our generation block skilled

about a particular issue. They were supposed to
speak for themselves.

and well-paid jobs for younger workers?

It does not matter. Most culture editors,

Żakowski: Yes, it does because you don’t

if they still have their jobs, are very near

want to die, I don’t want to die, nor do our

classifying people according to generations.

greyness and baldness themselves, if not there

colleagues or anyone else.

As the youngest person in the Polish theatre

already. It is nobody’s fault, least of all of

(not for long now) I am all too often invited to

editorial boards. Such a situation is only to be

Najsztub: At least I haven’t had a permanent
contract for the last 18 years!

I am not surprised. A good few months ago,

speak for all 20-year olds, which is funny. Such

expected in an aging society. To this, we have

Żakowski: But you do take up space! In the

when all the celebrations, marches and praises

editorial strategy is perfectly understandable

to add the post-transformational blockage

papers, on TV and on the radio. […] People who

were only looming in the distance, Agnieszka

and I usually accept the invitation: I take part

of jobs and positions, discussed some time

were there at the beginning of the transformation,

Graff stated something that in June 2014 was

in debates and discussions on culture, art and,

ago by Piotr Najsztub and Jacek Żakowski.

when interesting jobs were being created, sat

already unsayable. In her text Modern talking

especially, society. Always as “the voice of

As might be expected, they did not offer any

down to work and climbed up the career ladder

z małym genderowym wkładem [Modern talking

my generation”. Which sometimes puts me in

solutions, limiting themselves to the ritualistic

really quickly”1.

with a small contribution from gender] she

strange situations. Once, for example, I was the

outrage. But, to give them their due, they at

wrote: “The Polish transformation turned out

only discussant who was neither bald nor grey-

least identified the problem and stated that

to be a party for our generation only. Will the

haired. Of course, the bald and the grey-haired

something needed to be done about it. As to

younger and the older present us with a bill?”.

were not asked what their generation thought

what exactly, they were not sure.

1

P. Najsztub, Żakowski do pokolenia Y: Zbuntujcie się!,
Newsweek Polska 2014/ 23.
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kill their fathers? But what next? The scope for

which he directed, still remains in the repertory

worth mentioning Zygmunt Hübner who died that

which he wanted to stage when he was assigned

action is limited. And Grzegorz Niziołek knows

of the Teatr Narodowy [National Theatre]. But

very year. But before he did, at the age of 27 or 28 he

it at theatre school in Kraków as a form of

that. What is more, an institutional framework

neither this nor her personal contact with the

was made artistic director of Teatr Wybrzeże [the

punsihemnt . This is a story not of a provocateur

often gives greater freedom. Sometimes, it goes

master inspired her to look at his work again. We

Coastal Theatre] in Gdańsk. There was a managing

but of a good student. A patricide? 3.

without saying, it does exactly the opposite.

can hardly talk about patrilineality or another

Since the notorious 1989 crops up again, it is

director above him, true. But Kazimierz Dejmek,

Later,

she

writes

about

The

Krzysztof

whose

performances

form of heredity. Perhaps she is simply interested

Warlikowski: Warlikowski’s performances have

Gruszczyński describes are mostly graduates

in an artist who, for some reason, seems to have

director of Teatr Nowy [the New Theatre] in Łódź

this special kind of poignancy, their uniqueness

of Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic

been “inappropriately narrated”. Maybe she

had only some sort of culture ministry official as

stems from the fact that he withholds comments

Arts

wants to reinterpret him just as playwrights are

his superior. Not bad for a 26 year-old.

in

Kraków

[PWST],

and

hence

the

sometimes reinterpreted.

which would enable him to rise above suffering

students of Krystian Lupa. Lupa also features in

Patricides were introduced to the Polish

either through moralizing or through irony. This

Patricides along with “young and bright” Jerzy

Then there is an interesting case of the RE//

theatre by Piotr Gruszczyński [the author of

director owes a lot to Shakespeare (Warlikowski

Grzegorzewski. But this is not the only reason

MIX cycle organized in the years 2009–2013

Patricides. The younger and brighter in the Polish

stages him far more often than any other Polish

why the expression in inverted commas seems

by Warsaw Commune [Komuna Warszawa].

theatre]. He did it by naming them – alluding to

director) but also to his predecessors. He tells

fake. There are other. First of all, the worst enemy

Especially its first edition, which, as Tomasz

“the young and bright” used decades before by

Gruszczyński about his beginnings in Kraków,

of Krystian Lupa appears to be Krystian Lupa

Plata, the curator of the whole event admits, was

an eminent critic Jerzy Koening, he coined “the

when he became a fanatic: he would go to see

himself. He, contrary to his most severe critics,

the only one in which the initial idea was fully

younger and brighter”. Since then, every two or

the same plays by Konrad Swinarski and Andrzej

is the one to leave during his own performances,

developed. Talking to Dorota Sajewska he said:

three years critics have created a new generation

Wajda ten times. A patricide?4

slamming the door ostentatiously. He is the one

TP: At the beginning I had this idea, which

by lumping together, as they are wont to do,

But enough about the past, the problem

who, making new performances, challenges his

later on, in the next editions, got watered down.

very different artists who only have their age in

is much more serious. Amongst the patricides

previous work. He does it with mixed results,

Perhaps it is for the best because the project

common (and sometimes not even that).

there were no representatives of other theatrical

always remaining within certain broadly defined

became more inclusive, we were able do more.

It was perhaps different with the patricides

professions, as if directors were the only ones

aesthetics. This does not change the fact that all

But then again, perhaps it is a pity because it was

who, apart from being peers, worked for TR

learning from the older generation, as if only

reinventions of the theatrical language after “the

an important idea – the notion that we should

Warszawa [the Variety Theatre in Warsaw]. This

directors had someone to rebel against. Or

patricides” were neither a rebellion against the

only remix the plays we have seen here, with our

theatre was at the forefront of the movement

perhaps only directors can fit into such a story?

dominant model of the theatre nor an opposition

own eyes, the ones we have experienced, those

to what Lupa or anyone else does on stage.

someone has remembered.

called, somewhat ironically, “the new theatre”,

During the 2010 Malta Festival Grzegorz

not because it wanted to oppose Stary Teatr [the

Niziołek, talking part in “The Political” forum,

Artistic idioms of such female directors as

Old Theatre] in Kraków, where leading patricides

made a speech entitled: Two millennia and almost

Monika Strzępka, Maja Kleczewska or Weronika

worked, but rather in opposition to the Teatr

no god, reprinted later in the Didaskalia. He wrote:

Szczawińska were not created as an alternative

TP: Yes, it was about a point of reference

Nowy [the New Theatre] in Warsaw managed by

In my view, it is the position of the actor as

or in opposition to something we will loosely

for but also about personal responses. We are

DS: So that the viewers have a point of
reference?

a creative artist that is now greatly debased and

call “Lupa’s theatre”. Or anyone else’s, for that

not talking about the critically acclaimed canon

What Piotr Gruszczyński meant by calling

endangered. Everything starts with education.

matter. Rather, they have always been a rehearsal

here but about a personal canon, not about plays

them patricides is difficult to say. There is perhaps

Theatre schools are still very paternalistic, they

of another aesthetics, in tune with the directors’

people have read or heard about, only those

no need to reinvent the wheel and speculate

worship craftsmanship which serves very specific

interests, explorations and visions of what the

they have actually seen, those that have really

given that ten years ago Małgorzata Dziewulska,

and rather narrowly defined stage conventions.

theatre is supposed to be about, requirements

changed them”8.

reviewing Gruszczyński’s book wrote:

Acting schools are governed by actors whose

which in their view the theatre as an art form

Grzegorz Jarzyna was so decent that

artistic awareness is defined by the framework

should fulfill. Moreover, Szczawińska, whose

Gruszczyński, talking to him after the premiere

of the repertory theatre since this is where their

theatrical language is so unique it cannot be

to some extent successful (though it is hard

(interviews are the best part of this book, the

artistic careers develop5.

compared to anything else in the Polish theatre6,

to consider Robert Wilson, John Cage, Marina

A side effect of creating a new or alternative
canon of performing arts, which was

author knows how to provoke his interviewees

Although the main criticism is levelled at

has mentioned Jerzy Grzegorzewski as her

Abramović or Merce Cunningham as serious

and arrives at accurate portrayals) reproached

directors, who did not make an effort to create

inspiration. Grzegorzewski has until now been

alternatives) is that we have established the

him for his didacticism and attempts at educating

alternative structures for their own work,

interpreted in a totally different context7. Even

ancestry of those artists who took part in the

his audience. To which Jarzyna resolutely replied

Nizołek identifies actors as the chief victims. In

though he has been dead for almost ten years now,

RE//MIX cycle. Here, undoubtedly the most

that he only wanted to help his peers who

his view, actors working for repertory theatres

Tadeusz Różewicz’s Little Spirit [Duszyczka],

interesting was the confrontation between two

were lost: “We are hopeless, our generation

constantly have to compromise, comply with

is constantly hurrying somewhere, running

directorial methods and accept the director’s

through the colorful world”. He also revealed

visions. Perhaps actors are the ones who should

generations of choreographers and dancers: on
6

that he had discovered a text by Brad Fraser2
3

2
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directors

who since 1950 was both artistic and executive

Adam Hanuszkiewicz.
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Michał Kmiecik

It was Unidentified Human Remains and the True Nature
of Love, which he directed for Teatr Dramatyczny [the
Dramatic Theatre] in Warsaw.

4
5

M. Dziewulska, Rzeczywistość się buntuje, Tygodnik
Powszechny 2003/ 9.
Ibidem.
G. Niziołek, Dwa tysiąclecia prawie i ani jednego boga,
Didaskalia 2010/99.

7

For example, the last performance she directed Teren
badań: Jeżycjada [Reseach field: Jeżycjada] (script
Agnieszka Jakimiak, music: Krzysztof Kaliski, starring
Natasza Aleksandrowitch, Krzysztof Kaliski, Romuald
Krężel, Piotr Wawer jr) was a concept album played live by
three actors and the composer.
Agnieszka Jakimiak on the dominant interpretations of
Jerzy Grzegorzewski: (http://www.dwutygodnik.com/
artykul/5241-nie-ma-juz-wiecej-domu.html)

the one hand we had Leszek Bzdyl and Mikołaj
Mikołajczyk remixing their teacher Henryk
Tomaszewski, the founder of Teatr Pantomimy

8

D. Sajewska, T. Plata, RE//MIX: intro, w: RE//MIX.
Performans i dokumentacja, red. D. Sajewska, T. Plata,
Warszawa 2014, s. 11.
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C r i m e

Don't kill your idols, kill your darlings

Michał Kmiecik

[the Pantomime Theatre] in Wrocław, thus

momentous that would mark the beginning of

ticket, I would watch even fewer of them than

bringing back the rather forgotten artist; on the

a new era in the Polish theatre. She appears to

I do now. But then again, neither TR Warszawa

Those who have gained recognition still

other hand, younger artists such as Iza Szostak or

have done it simply because volume one (under

nor Nowy Teatr puts up many plays. When

work and are becoming less radical. After all, you

Weronika Pelczyńska, who looked to the classics

the meaningful though rather lofty title Fat years,

after ten months as a director Jarzyna signed

cannot be in opposition all your life. There comes

of American Neo-avantgarde for inspiration.

lean years [Lata tłuste, lata chude]) closes at the

the contract for another term, he announced

a point when, in order to do what you want, you

Therefore if we were to describe the Polish

year 2000 and the follow-up was to be published

that he was setting off at full speed and that he

have to join the mainstream (this is one of the

theatre in terms of parent–child relationships,

in 2012. Also Witold Mrozek writing about the

would direct the first performance and Kornel

lessons the Polish theatre drew from the political

we should talk about adopting a mother

remixes, used the category strangeness, probably

Mundruczó the second one. I know that for a long

transformation. There is no place for patricide

or a father rather than killing them. Or, by

not in the sense of the Freudian ‘uncanny’.

time to come no one will be in Jarzyna’s enviable

in the theatre. Instead, there is a war at the top.
Don’t kill your idols, kill your darlings.

enough to make only half of a medium budget

patron is to some extent conscious and happens

conservative theatre and festival repertories,

without personal contact. This was the case

who are rejected by the traditionalist imagination

with Monika Strzępka and Paweł Demirski who

which dominates even in the circles which cash

claim to have adopted as their patron Dario Fo,

in on supposedly being avant-garde. For them,

an Italian playwright, actor and director, who

“the strange theatre” is too radically non-linear,

in 1997 won the Nobel Prize for Literature, and

too abstract or simply… too strange. From the

not, as some critics suggested, Frank Castorf and

audience, it requires a completely different type

René Pollesch or even Brecht (though, at least at

of perception, a readiness to change the rules

the beginning of their collaboration, they did

of the game. “The strange theatre” comes in

not deny the links with the latter). Incidentally,

all shapes and sizes – it comprises such diverse

the label of Castrof’s patronage was also stuck

phenomena as: Weronika Szczawińska’s projects

onto Jan Klata and other directors, especially

based on music and radical formalism; Marcin

those who – just like Castrof according to Polish

Cecka and Krzysztof Garbaczewski’s works

critics – have transformed themselves from

centred around the visual, performance arts and

impostors to directors.

free poetic associations; or Wojtek Ziemilski,

Perhaps all these confirmations are just
a way the artists who at the beginning of the

Perhaps all this “strangeness” stems from
the fact that public theatres, which used to be

them. Those charges were very heavy – they

laboratories of new forms and new idioms cannot

were accused of being nobodies and from

keep up, either financially or artistically. After the

nowhere. All except directors. Paweł Demirski’s

years of exploration now they play it safe, staging

odd writing style, with strange word order

performances likely to attract big audiences. TR

and sometimes incorrect grammar, had for

Warszawa, which used to be experimental, has

a long time been deemed unworthy of the stage,

turned into a “playing it safe” institution, which

despite the increasing presence of colloquial

only occasionally puts up such plays as Krzysztof

language in drama, the In-yer-face theatre and

Warlikowski’s Angels in America and Cleansed,

the popularity of Thomas Bernhard, whose idiom

Krystian Lupa’s City of Dream, two plays by René

is to some extent similar (I remember that apart

Pollesch and one by Kornél Mundruczó (there

from the great performances by Piotr Skiba,

was supposed to another one but it will not be

Małgorzata Hajewska-Krzysztofik and Agnieszka

made this season as the theatre is still awaiting

Mandat the language was what struck me most

the promised funds).

when I watched Bernhard’s Ritter, Dene, Voss by
same

oca

k. pl/ b o o ks

to

r

attempts at reforming the community theatre. 9

theatre reacted to the charges made against

The

.m

Mikołaj Mikołajczyk and Iga Gańczarczyk’s

new millennium gained access to the Polish

Krystian Lupa).
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e

position of complaining that 300,000 PLN was

have difficulties fitting into the increasingly

w

“There emerged a group of artists who

a confirmation, assuming the choice of the

ww

analogy to Roman Catholic sacraments, about

performance. Whatever he meant, I envy him.

The same is true about Nowy Teatr [the
New Theatre], another patricidal establishment,

strangeness

which in order to survive engages in various

Elżbieta Baniewicz directed at all theatrical

accusation

of

international co-productions. Personally, I have

performances (at least the ones presented in

nothing against that. I am happy to be able to

Warsaw) in the years 2000–2012. It seems that

watch them, though if I had to pay for a regular

she chose this period for the second volume of
her reviews (initially published in the Twórczość
magazine) not because she had noticed anything

22
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9

W. Mrozek, Przyczółek dziwnego teatru, w: RE//MIX, p.
243–244.
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C r i m e

The Law of the Mother

Elzbieta Sala

Elżbieta Sala
Translation: Dorota Malina

THE LAW OF
THE MOTHER
How does such sadness became inverted into crime?1
Julia Kristeva

In Julia Kristeva’s Black Sun, a book about

further they need to abandon this relationship.

depression and melancholia, we read: “In the

At its root, melancholia is the inability to accept

midst of this lethal ocean the melancholy woman

separation or, as Kristeva, puts it, “to commit

is the dead one that has always been abandoned.”2

matricide”. The French psychoanalyst says: “For

The mechanism of melancholia was first

every man and woman the loss of the mother is

described in psychoanalytic terms by Sigmund

a biological and psychic necessity, the first step

Freud in his paper “Mourning and Melancholia”.

to becoming autonomous. Matricide is our vital

Freud claims that by refusing to accept loss, we

necessity”.3

deny its existence, internalize the lost object into

Already Melanie Klein (whom Kristeva

our ego and live in its shadow. Kristeva adds to

also quotes), pointed out that the main dif-

this by saying that in order to cope with grief, it

ficulty in dealing with grief is the inability to

is also necessary to accept one’s own aggression

cope with the guilt that stems from one’s own

and the ability to murder. The latter is understood

aggressive fantasies. This can lead to stunted

as a mental process of destroy the lost object as

emotional development, self-aggression, with-

an object of love and transferring our feelings

drawal and even muteness whose final form is

somewhere else. The normal grieving process,

death. A melancholic woman chooses inertia,

which is the opposite of melancholia, comprises

convinced that were she to act, this would be

not only the acceptance of loss but also of one’s

perverse and contemptible.4

own active role in it.

In psychoanalysis it becomes clear that

The main object we have to lose in order

in order to create, love, communicate or

to gain psychological independence is our

develop, we need to channel and sublimate our

mother, with whom at first we are in a symbiotic

aggression. Denial or futile attempts at getting

relationship. To survive, children enter into

rid of aggression lead to melancholia. In the

symbiosis with their mother, but to develop

introduction to Kristeva’s book, her Polish

Mac Adams,
Across the Park, 1975,
from the series Mysteries,
2 photographs,
84.4 × 77.4 cm each,
courtesy of gb agency,
Paris

writes that “love is a dialectic of unity and

onto a victim. This transfer happens through

separation. Melancholia differs from love in that

a defence mechanisms whereby a fragment of

it is deprived of this dialectic5. Separation cannot

internal reality is projected onto the external one

happen without some aggressive component.

and distorts it. When we cannot cope with self-

Rejection of one’s own aggression leads to sadness

loathing anymore, we have to find or construct

which, in turn, can give rise to crime, when

an enemy who will feel this hatred for us or

self-loathing or hatred of others are transferred

whom we will be able to hate without guilt. In
this way, we dispense with difficult feelings and

translator and scholar Michał Paweł Markowski
5
1

2
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J. Kristeva, Black Sun, transl. by L.S. Roudiez, Columbia
University Press, New York 1992
Ibidem.

3
4

Ibidem.
Ibidem.

M.P. Markowski, Przygoda ciała i znaków. Wprowadzenie
do pism Julii Kristevej, s. XXVII, w: J. Kristeva, Czarne
słońce, translated by M.P. Markowski, R. Ryziński,
Universitas, Kraków 2007, p. 196.

thoughts, remove them from our interior but
they come back as “blind fate”. A close analysis
of the most surprising behaviours and situations
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Z b r o d n i a

The Law of the Mother

Elzbieta Sala

shows that they are preceded by complex,

The Ottoman law of fratricide or so-

long-term psychic processes. The greater our

called ‘honour’ killings of sisters are exceptions

emotional detachment, the more surprised we

which confirm the prohibition on sibling

are later on.

murder. Cultural practices will merge with the

Law of the mother: thou shalt not kill

psychological inclinations of both the mother
and the siblings. The rule of friendship – love thy
brother as thyself - builds on the toddler’s initial

It could be said that with human beings there

narcissism. To love in this way involves placing

can be no separation, only a threat of separation

the hatred elsewhere: most obviously in the

[…] How, one may ask, does separation of subject

construction of a foe.8

and object, of baby and mother seem in fact to

A small child simultaneously loves and

happen. And this in spite of the impossibility of

hates their siblings because they have taken their

separation…? (The paradox must be tolerated).6

place. When there is war, this conflict becomes

It is worth comparing Kristeva’s idea

externalized, there is a split between love and

of matricide as vital to separation with Juliet

hatred of one’s own tribe. The love of our siblings

Mitchell’s notion of the law of the mother.

and our social group is preserved whereas hatred

Whereas

is transferred outside. Thus an enemy is created

Kristeva

focuses

on

the

vertical

relationship (parent – child) and emphasizes

who can then be attacked. However, given the

the necessity of separating from the mother

simultaneous rejection and acceptance of the

(matricide) and turning towards the father (who

family, the conflict is inevitable. It is not the case

carries the symbolic order of language), the

that society wants war, but war is one of the main

British psychoanalyst looks at separation in the

ways in which society consolidates. And if there

context of horizontal (sibling) relationships.

is external war, there is one inside as well.9

which

Considering both perspectives, that of

arise when the child thinks about their sibling

Mitchell

analyses

the

feelings

Mitchell and that of Kristeva, we arrive at

and the ways he or she copes with conflicting

a complex picture of human desires and conflicts.

feelings. This for Mitchell becomes the basis

Children who cannot channel their aggression

for a broader reflection – with these insights

and use it for separation will be forced to direct

she tries to explain psychological mechanisms

it against themselves. Premature separation is

behind social conflicts and crime. According to

traumatic and the mother threatens to effect it if

Mitchell, premature separation as well as the

the child does not get rid of the will to annihilate

birth of siblings are always traumatic for the

their siblings (Mitchell). Siblings threaten the

child, especially when the younger brother or

child – mother symbiosis by taking the child’s

sister is close in age (so called “Irish twins”).

place, they evoke annihilation anxiety whilst

Then the trauma of a sibling’s birth involves

simultaneously enabling the child to develop (by

the experience of annihilation or death for the

consolidating the principle of reality). According

child. Someone else takes their place, it becomes

to Mitchell „the ability to care for one’s sibling

a matter of “kill or be killed”.7

is not fake, this is not just a delusion to alleviate

Mitchell points out our ambiguous attitude

guilt. Instead, this is a mechanism of turning

towards our siblings – we hate them because they

the guilty conscience into something socially

take “our” place and the mother is no longer

acceptable. The child usually does not murder

exclusively ours. The mother opposes her child’s

anyone and learns to live with such desires.”10

urge to killing the sibling by prohibiting lateral

Self-loathing or hatred or the closest relatives can

murder and incest. This is what Mitchell calls

be unconsciously transferred onto strangers and

“the law of the mother”. She contrasts it with

lead to crime. The awareness of one’s own complex

Freud’s law of the father, where the punishment

feelings and “criminal” desires or fantasies helps

was castration – here it is separation.

to keep the conflict inside our internal world and
protects us from enacting it in our social life.

Magda Buczek,
untitled, 2012,
photograph, courtesy
of the artist
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6

7

D.W. Winnicott, Playing and Reality, Routledge, London
and New York 1993, p. 108.
J. Mitchell, Intersubjectivity. Siblings and Psychosocial
Group, unpublished conference paper.

8
9
10

Ibidem.
Ibidem.
Ibidem.
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V i s u a l

e s s a y

Jan Smaga
Translation: Dorota Malina
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Prints
2011

A photo documentary made after the artist’s sudden death in his workshop, i.e. a place which
until very recently has been related to a human being.
The series of photographs documents traces left by the artist: fingerprints, skin flecks, sweat
collected with the use of police forensic equipment. The artist’s bodily traces become the object of
photographic conceptualization, a recording of artistic action that remains after the artist is gone.
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C r i m e

Political Crime

Dobromiła Gołębiak

Dobromiła Gołębiak
Translation: Dorota Malina

Political
Crime
Just because it’s a holiday. And in protest I want to die of humiliation.
I want them to find me dead with my penis sticking out, my trousers

spotted with white sperm, among the millet plants covered with blood-red liquid. I am convinced that also the last acts, to which
I alone, the actor, am witness, in a river that no one comes to — will,
eventually, acquire a meaning.1
Pier Paolo Pasolini, Bestia da stile

Pier Paolo Pasolini was murdered at night on 2

took the blame and was sentenced for murder.

November, 1975 on the beach in Ostia. He was 53.

In May 2005, i.e. 30 years later, he retracted his

A seventeen-year-old male prostitute, Giuseppe

confession, claiming that the murder had been

Pelosi,

confessed to the murder after being

committed by three men, unknown to him, who

stopped by the police for speeding. Pelosi testified

spoke with a southern accent and called Pasolini

in court that in the evening of 1 November

“a dirty communist”. They allegedly blackmailed

Pasolini had picked him up at the station, where,

Pelosi and threatened his family, forcing him to

according to his friends, he had frequently looked

take the blame. Bernardo Bertolucci, a director

for lovers. Later the men had dinner and went

who had collaborated with Pasolini, had similar

to the Tyrrhenian coast beach in Ostia. There,

suspicions. In his view, members of the then

Pelosi brutally murdered the director. Pasolini’s

governing Christian Democracy2 were involved,

body was discovered by a woman called Maria

which would mean that the murder was political.

Teresa Lollobrigida near her holiday house. It

The public and Pasolini’s friends were

was so mutilated that initially she took it for a

deeply moved by his death, seeing it as a form of

pile rubbish. Only upon closer inspection did she

suicide and the artist’s last great performance.

realize that this was a human corpse. Pasolini’s

In a letter addressed to the dead Pasolini, his

jaw was fractured, his left hand crushed, with

longtime friend Oriana Fallaci wrote:

some fingers cut off and others broken. His

“Da loro sognavi d’essere ucciso, prima

body was partly burnt, cut with a knife and

o poi, per compiere il tuo suicidio. [...] E io

run over with a car several times, which was

non ti insulto dicendo che non è stato quel

the immediate cause of his death. Already then

diciassettenne a ucciderti: sei stato tu a suicidarti

it was suspected that third parties had been

servendoti di lui. Io non ti ferisco dicendo che

involved. A seventeen year old boy would not

ho sempre saputo che invocavi la morte come

have been strong enough to kill Pasolini. Pelosi

altri invocano Dio, che agognavi il tuo assassinio

A picture taken on
February 2, 1975 shows
the body of Pier Paolo
Pasolini
photo: PAP / EPA

come altri agognano il Paradiso. Eri così religioso,

used him to commit suicide. I will not do you any

tu che ti presentavi come ateo. [...] Solo finendo

harm by saying that you always called for death,

con la testa spaccata e il corpo straziato potevi

that you wanted to be killed, just like others want

spegnere la tua angoscia e appagare la tua sete

to go to Paradise. You were very religious, though

di libertà. E non è vero che detestavi la violenza.

you always introduced yourself as an atheist. […].

Con il cervello la condannavi, ma con l’anima la

You could be released from your torments and

invocavi: quale unico mezzo per compiacere e

satisfy your thirst for freedom only by ending up

castigare il demonio che bruciava in te. [...]. Non

like this: with your head smashed and your body

ti stancavi mai di sfidare la turpitudine, toccare

mutilated. It is not true that you hated violence.

l’orrendo, unirti ai relitti maschili dei drogati,

Your head condemned it but your heart desired

degli invertiti, degli ubriaconi. Sia che tu ti recassi

it. It did so because this was the only way to tame

nella Bowery o a Harlem o al porto, eri sempre

and punish the daemon that possessed you […]..

presente dove c’era il male e il pericolo. Arthur

You constantly kept challenging wickedness, you

Rimbaud in confronto diventava un’educanda.”3

touched horror, you were friends with haggard

[You dreamt that sooner or later they would

drug addicts, introverts, drunks […]. You always

kill you so that your suicide could happen […] I,

went to places full of evil and danger. Compared

on the other hand, insulted you by claiming that it

to you, Rimbaud is an innocent schoolgirl].

was not that 17-year old who killed you: you only
3

1
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G. Indiana, Salò or The Hundred and Twenty Days of
Sodom, British Film Institute, London 2000, p. 18.

2

J. Mikołajewski, Pier Paolo próbuje z martwych wstać,
Gazeta Wyborcza 21.10.2005, http://wyborcza.
pl/1,76498,2980002.html [accessed: 30.5.2014].

According to Roberto Salvadori Pasolini was
not murdered. He did not commit suicide either.

O. Fallaci, Lettera a Pier Paolo Pasolini, https://
beatricepesimena.wordpress.com/2013/08/27/lettera-apier-paolo-pasolini-oriana-fallaci/

That night he let himself be killed – so as not to
die. Pasolini sacrificed himself “in an almost
magical move”.
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Political Crime

Dobromiła Gołębiak

The murder perpetrated in 1975 meant

also numerous enemies. During his 53 years,

Thirty two years later an Italian writer Roberto

that Pasolini’s death has often been interpreted

he stood trial more than 30 times. He never

Saviano, who exposed power mechanisms of the

as martyrdom. One cannot help but notice that

stopped provoking. He attacked not only right-

mafia in his famous book Gomorrah: A Personal

there are parallels between Pasolini’s art and

wing parties with fascist sympathies but also

Journey into the Violent International Empire of Naples’

Pasolini’s death. Even though the investigation

his life. He can be seen as a personification of a

communists. He declared himself a Marxist but

Organized Crime System, referred Pasolini’s poem in

was reopened many times, to this day the causes

Romantic poet whose personal life testifies to

was expelled from the Communist Party for his

his artistic manifesto: Pier Paolo Pasolini’s „I Know”

of his death remain unknown. In 1975, a director,

his aesthetic ideals4. The murderer Giuseppe

homosexuality. Following the youth protests in

started echoing in my ears […] And so instead of

politician, writer, playwright, journalist painter,

Pelosi is reminiscent of the characters from

1968 he wrote the famous poem Il PCI ai giovani,

searching for buildings to blow up sky-high, I went

screenwriter, actor and poet – first since Dante to

Pasolini’s early movies (Accattone, 1961, Mamma

in which he reproached the rebels their burgeois

to Casarsa, to Pasolini’s tomb […] I felt like finding

be written about with capital P– was murdered.

Roma, 1962) and his novels (The Ragazzi, A Violent

origins. He took the side of the policemen as they

a place where it was still possible to reflect without

As we know from Horace, art is perennial. In the

Life) in which he focuses on the problems of

were “the children of the poor, coming from

shame on the possibility of the word. The possibility

case of Pier Paolo Pasolini what also endures is

the lumpenproletariat in Rome. In his movies

subutopias, be they rural or urban”.

of writing about the mechanisms of power, beyond

his legend – his life and death became symbols

Was Pasolini murdered because he had uncovered
some mystery?
Almost forty years have elapsed

since

and interviews Pasolini often emphasized that

He accused the society of consumptionism,

the stories and details […]. To reflect whether it is still

of artistic engagement and mission. A Polish poet

death is a part of life and that thanks to death

which he saw as a follow-up of fascism. In his

possible to sniff out, like truffle pigs, the dynamics

Tadeusz Różewicz compared his plight to that of

our existence becomes meaningful. According to

view, the traditional division into the Right and

of the real, the affirmation of power, without

Shakespeare7. Life and death of a Poet who never

the artist, death can be compared to montage in

the Left had completely disappeared. Everyone

metaphors, without mediation, with nothing but

leaves us in peace, who is constantly accusing us.

movies because

either became bourgeois or dreamt about

the cutting edge of the word […] I know and I can

attaining this status through the improvement

prove it. And so I tell. About these truths. 6

establishment, on both sides of the political

their

economic

situation.

Among

the

point undecipherable, ambiguous, suspended,

spectrum, Pasolini was a very controversial

acquires a meaning. Montage thus plays the same

figure. His political views as well as his morality

role in cinema as death does in life.”5

caused a lot of controversy. Equivocal and

Moreover, this martyrological aspect of

eschewing easy classifications, he troubled the

Pasolini’s death makes his artistic interpretation

society which did not feel secure in the first

of Christ even more profound. Pasolini saw

place. For Italy, the 1970s were turbulent times,

Jesus as a defender of the poor and lowly. The

rife with social tensions – there were terrorist

director, who also fought for their rights, seemed

attacks, kidnappings etc. Pasolini was trying

to identify himself with Christ. In his movie The

to get to the truth, to lay bare the mechanisms

Gospel According to Matthew he cast his own

of power. To this end, he always treaded on the

mother, Susana Pasolini, as Mary. In the film,

heels of the authorities. In his last interview,

Christ is an uncompromising rebel who fights

he warned: “I want to say it plain and clear:

against the unjust social order of his times. It is

I go down into hell and I see things that do not

difficult not to think that he must have somehow

disturb the peace of others. But be careful. Hell is

predicted his premature death. In just 14 years

rising toward the rest of you.”

he directed more than 20 movies, as if he was

A year before, Il Corriere della Sera, the most

in a hurry. But was it a form of suicide, self-

widely read Italian daily, published his poem “Io

sacrifice or did he really want to be murdered in

So” (“I Know”), in which Pasolini declared: I know

November 1975? He had further artistic plans. He

the names of those responsible for the massacre…

was waiting for the premiere of Saló, or the 120

/I know the names of those responsible for the

Days of Sodom (1975) which was to be the first of

massacres …/I know the names of the “apex”

his Trilogy of Death cycle. He was also working

that has maneuvered it thus…/I know the names

on a movie about Saint Paul.

of those who have managed the two different

In the 1970s Pier Paolo Pasolini was one

sides…/I know the names of the powerful group

of the best-known and controversial Italian

who…/ I know the names of those who, between

intellectuals. He had many fans and friends but

themselves…/I know the names of this sequence

6

R. Saviano, Gomorrah: A Personal Journey into the Violent
International Empire of Naples’ Organized Crime System,
translated by Virginia Jewiss, 211-213

7

http://www.archiwum.wyborcza.pl/
Archiwum/1,0,4490931,20051022RP DGW,Pier_Paolo_
probuje_z_martwych_wstac,.html
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U. Eco, Moje spory z Pasolinim, transl. W. Skrodzki,
Literatura 1976/4, p 12.
Pasolini. Tak pięknie jest śnić, ed. A. Pitrus, Rabid, Kraków
2002, p. 13. Pasolini, “Ora tutto è chiaro, voluto, non
imposto dal destino”, Cineforum 68 October 1967, p. 609
transl. Gino Moliterno

I know all these names and know all the facts (the
attempts on the institutions, and the slaughters)
of which they’ve become guilty of…
(translated from the Italian by Andrew O’Donnell).
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#youngerthanrihanna – Or the End of the Anxiety of Influence? In Pursuit of Jasper Spicero

Arkadiusz Półtorak

Arkadiusz Półtorak
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

#youngerthanrihanna
– Or the End of the Anxiety of
Influence? In Pursuit of Jasper
Spicero
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While in Poland artists born in the mid-1980s

fact that the artist joined the initiative led by

(‘recruited’, for instance, by Zbigniew Libera) have

two ‘alpha curators’, who, despite declared

only just started enjoying great success, two Swiss

open-mindedness and interest, decided to focus

curators have launched an international project

on the young artists – as the 89plus website

devoted to artists born not earlier than in 1989.

reads – as investigators. In other words, they

Originally, this was supposed to be an

adopt ‘fatherly’ positions (ironically, one of the

interview with Jasper Spicero (b. 1990), one of the

fathers, Simon Castets, is exactly the same age

89plus artists. 89plus is the name of the initiative

as the increasingly popular ‘Libera’s’ artists,

co-founded by Hans Ulrich Obrist and Simon

Honorata Martin or Franciszek Orłowski). In my

Castets, the director and a curator from the Swiss

interview with the American artist, I wanted to

Institute of New York. Despite many attempts,

consider the possibility of symbolic ‘patricide’

to react to the ‘content’ (or to reproduce it); it

this is far from a fixed rule, Jasper Spicero’s case

e-mails and phone calls, the conversation finally

within a generation that between the Oder and

is also easier to ‘go beyond’ (pasting a name or

may be used to confirm this tendency.

could not take place. Spicero got in a serious

the Bug River could be dubbed ‘new Columbuses’

other into the search engine bar), so that the

Interestingly, the Wapato prison project is to

accident on the very same morning that he went

(because it has yet to learn about war – although

arbitrary choices of the ‘content-curators’ do not

result in, as the description on the DIScrit 89plus

to the Wapato prison in Oregon to start working

is used to its representations shown on TV). This

seem too offensive – in fact, they seem perfectly

states, the launching of a website with interviews

on a project he had been planning for a long

generation has in fact already been christened as

natural. At the same time, the virtual hypostases

with the local janitor, the architects, and the film

time. The prison was established in 2004, but,

‘the generation zero’.

of 89plus are accompanied by discussion panels

directors that shot their movies on its grounds.

Photographs from
Wapato prison,
J. Spicero’s archive

even though the construction works had ended,

Meanwhile, Castets and Obrist, writing on

and residencies, with the names of Castets and

The website will also document the sculptures

no inmates have ever been placed in the facility

their 89plus website, refer to the young artists as

Obrist building quite a strong brand, one able

that Spicero has decided to place in the building,

due to lack of funds. Usually, the only sign that

‘the generation of innovators’.

to promote just about anything on the web. The

and a ‘script’, with the plot taking place in

there is some life in the building – when a film

Undoubtedly, the fact that 89plus activities

choice of the virtual medium itself (however

Wapato and its neighbourhood. Armed with this

crew is not working on its grounds, that is – is the

are strongly rooted in virtual reality – in a way

much it may be a sign of the zeitgeist and

information, we may safely say that the project

light in the guardroom, with occasional washing

outside the official circulation of art – to a certain

a common sense decision given the global scale

entitled Centers in Pain is not revolutionary for

machine sounds echoing when the janitor

extent reshapes the figure of the curator-father.

of the project) is not, actually, a ‘transparent’

the artist, but rather continues Jasper’s previous

washes dusty sheets.

The democratic internet (with phenomena such

decision. It may in fact seem biased when we

line of work – despite what may first spring to

Spicero’s project, carried out in prison

as Tumblr, Pinterest or blogs) enables creating

realise that it is based on a preference of those

mind when hearing about ‘an action based in

scenery, was not the only pretext for talking

‘hubs’ that have little in common with group

types of artistic endeavour that may be easily and

a prison’. Despite the likely associations with

with the artist. Another reason was the very

exhibitions in renowned galleries’. It is easier

neatly presented on the internet. And although

biopolitics or economics, we should not expect
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Arkadiusz Półtorak

an ‘interventionist’ project that will criticise the

Meanwhile, it is easy to find photographs

language of power. However, what will most

of Spicero’s earlier works on the internet. These

probably appear is the aura of post-object art,

pieces deserve the name of ‘visual essays’ on

so characteristic to the artist’s installations. We

the anthropology of virtual reality. Some of

can expect that to happen for instance on the

them present extracts of simulacratic spaces

basis of reports from previous exhibitions. In the

or even seem to blend them with actual matter

words of Harry Burke of rhizome.org, describing

(which sometimes literally happens – one of

Spicero’s curatorial project, the Generation

the works features a replica of a knife used in an

Works exhibition: ‘It was at this more prosaic end

RPG game). The artist is also interested in the

of the spectrum [offered within the exhibition

language of advertising, and, more precisely,

space Upcoming Exhibitions at the Art Berlin

with such modes of persuasion that, by appealing

Contemporary 2013 – A.P.] that Generation Works

to the addressee’s senses, imperceptibly deprive

positioned itself, placing works in mechanical

the message of the real, transferring it into

spacing along the two gallery walls. If resulting

mythical space (or at least evocations that carry

in an eerie and waiting room-like presentation,

the thought well beyond the down-to-earth

this was done specifically to manufacture the

materiality of objects). The ‘scripts’ that Jasper

most perfect install shots ... These images, the

includes in his works resort to similar means.

two hours of which might have been bordering

The analysis of artistic output, albeit

on performance were it not for the perfunctory

fragmentary, enables an in-depth reflection

nature of their execution, will be diligently sifted

on the future of conceptual tradition in

through and photoshopped, the most accurate of

contemporary art. Although Spicero’s works

them uploaded online’.

preserve the same aura that we know so well from

Indeed, the photos were published on the

conceptual exhibitions, and opt for appropriate

artist’s private website, alongside other complete

models of presentation, they also belong to some

‘virtual exhibitions’ – such as Intriors II, a project

other order. After all, can we talk about abstract

presented also on 89plus. Just as Centers in Pain, the

work when televisual spaces (there seems to be

exhibitions are based on a mosaic of photographs,

no way of circumventing terms that originally

text, video footage and sounds. Rózsa Zita Farkas,

refer to material reality) are called as distinctly

the director of the Arcadia Missa Gallery in London,

as ‘worlds’ – or even ‘virtual realities’? How are

commented on the Intriors II project in a way that

we to talk about purely conceptual work in times

not without reason may be associated with Bruno

when such ‘realities’ cease to be just an object of

Latour’s reflections about the ways in which

artists’ experimentation and begin to pervade

cognitive activities interfere with network forming

art as a somewhat commonplace experience? It

processes, i.e. processes of binding elements of

might be that for this reason the work of artists

different kinds (human and non-human) into

such as Jasper Spicero actually foreshadows the

a mesh of independent relations, which sometimes

demise of a certain tradition. Perhaps ‘virtual

– force of habit, possibly? – we call en bloc ‘the

reality’ will move conceptualism closer to science

world’. Farkas writes ‘Intriors II is a good artwork

or leave it to die on the barren fields of language?

because it acts as a locus for the objects created

On the other hand, Spicero’s works (and that

in its installation, and understands them not

of many other young artists, also in Poland, as

as fragmented or selfcontained, but as existing

could be seen in Warsaw at the exhibition As you

in a mesh. It understands that these objects are

can see – for instance BRACIA’s ‘visual essays’)

themselves part of a set of relations-narratives

are clearly characterised by the same strategy

between persons, things, and situated within

that sanctions conceptual art: they resign from

different geographies. These are received by the

identifying an artwork with a specific form that

viewer, through the mediated forms constructed

could become a model to be followed, an object

in its presentation. These mediations expand the

of inspiration or an anti-model only when its

artwork into its own reception’.1

autonomy and uniqueness is recognised. In
other words, the artists distance themselves

Jasper Spicero,
J. Spicero’s
archive
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1

R.Z. Farkas, The Innoncence of Becoming, http://
arcadiamissa.com/files/TheInnocenceofBecomingPPVenice.pdf [retrieved: 10.11.2014].

from the romantic superstition that even today
forces many viewers to look for signs that an
individual artwork (an original) ‘adheres’ to an
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certainly be verified only by the new generation,

the conviction that history of art is an arena of

investigated now by Castets and Obrist, of which

constant war, in which the authorities crush the

Jasper Spicero is a member. We should hope

epigones and clash with the rest of the Great.

that the artist gets well and becomes present

Everything is equally real, everything (even the

in the Polish circulation (of art or information),

‘aura’, which, in Spicero’s case, I have described

although it has recently opted for reality that is

as ‘post-object’) operates according to rules of

closer to people in the streets (or psychoanalysts)

genre or visual convention. Everything may also

than artists and media scholars that study the

(without prior consent) be copied – although

‘internet’. Is it bad? No, I would not say that.

there is less and less need to do so out of ambition

It would even be good if the 89plus initiative

(or spite). In the times of Tumblr everyone will

remembered about the prosaic aspects of the

get his or her share of attention.

body and the epic of history. After all, the latter,

Apart from promotion channels such as

despite numerous prophecies, is not getting older

Tumblr (which weigh upon the ways in which art

and is quite often registered on the body itself,

is presented, attacking the museum and gallery

as exemplified by the presence of Franciszek

paradigm of art custody and the institutional

Orłowski’s or Łukasz Surowiec’s works at the

monopoly for information), the growth of

Oblicza dnia exhibition devoted to the costs of the

production technology may prove yet another

post-1989 transformation (curated by Stanisław

motor of change – and potential ally for anarchy

Ruksza). Incidentally, the Swiss curators ought

– on the art scene. In her article published in the

to set their sights on Poland and its ‘non-violent

magazine ‘Sleek’, Susanna Davies-Crook quotes

liberal revolution’. This ‘revolution’ – apart

a British curator, Alex Newson, who said that if

from instilling new conditions that, also in our

Marx was right when he had identified the control

country, allow many artists to free themselves

over production means with political power, then

of the anxiety of influence, has also occasioned

the growth of 3D printing would foreshadow

some problems that new generations will have to

the stratification of the structures of power that

deal with. The numerous representatives of these

survived in consumerist society. In the same article,

new generations will have to mend what their

Davies-Crook quotes Jasper Spicero. According

fathers broke or fight for new interpretations

to the artist, ‘the most interesting conversation

of the world, which may lead to rivalry (to

about 3D printing will be based in fiction and

ideological rivalry, for instance).

metaphor; [it will be] more poetic than political,

Let us speculate – if we continue on the

economic or theoretical’. The world in which the

path now trodden by artists born in the 1980s...

freedom of creative imagination meets unlimited

Maybe one of Poland’s ‘89+’ artists will prove,

appropriation possibilities – also foreshadowed

for instance, that in this network of mutual

by the future of printing – will probably be able

relations, still called – merely out of habit? –

to reinforce subjectivity in such a way as to put

the world, the so called spirit of the times after

an end to the ‘anxiety of influence’, to patriarchal

the fall of the Berlin wall was built not only by

relations among artists (master – adept, father –

John Paul II. Among other potential apostles

son) and to the concept of the genius creator.

of franciscanism, to which Zbigniew Libera

avail
able
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All of the ideas presented above will

together with the superstition also dies down
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individual artist. At the same time it seems that
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to

re

referred in one of his recent interviews, we
could mention, for instance, Jacques Derrida
and his later work on politics and the project of
democracy-as-friendship, interrupted by the
9/11 and the ‘Global War on Terrorism’. Perhaps
one of Poland’s ‘89+’ artists, in commentary to
the latter phenomenon, will put an end to the
speculations that dub his or her own generation
An installation at the
Intriors II exhibition,
photo J. Spicero’s
archive
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as the ‘new Columbuses’ or ‘generation zero’?
Check

for

yourself:

#youngerthanrihanna

#89plus #JP2 #WTC #WWW
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The Contagious Image of Crime On Henry Bond’s ‘Lacan at the Scene

Michał Płaczek
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

The Contagious
Image of Crime
On Henry Bond’s ‘Lacan at the Scene’
Before Henry embarks upon a detailed overview of

communicating with the viewer. Even the worst

his concept of crime scene photography analysis,

nightmare, when relayed through an organised

he discusses the topic of the hermeneutic of

language, is a product of sublimation and thus

photographic images, indispensable for the

becomes legible. Language, as the coming into

understanding of the following chapters. Towards

presence of being, is a force that liberates the

the end of this introductory section, he quotes the

individual from his or her carnal bestiality. In

view presented by Theodor Reik, a psychoanalyst

Lacan’s mature theory, that which remains of

known today perhaps mainly to people who

a human being once language is subtracted is

deal with psychoanalysis on a daily basis, and

called the Real. The Real speaks not. The Real is. If

rather as theorists than practitioners. Bond talks

we were to apply this concept to Freud’s theory,

about Reik’s position on whether it makes sense

we would say that the Real is what expresses

to isolate criminals, extrapolating the reality of

the force which, once registered by the psyche,

crime as such onto the figure of the perpetrator.

becomes a drive.

The isolation of criminals, writes Reik, is a form of

Seeing a crime is not the same as experiencing

control and obvious repression of drives that are

force. The viewer however is endowed with

natural to every human being – every witness.

an unconditional ability to empathise, which

Imprisonment is compared to quarantine, and

makes him or her shocked when confronted

being a part of the reality of crime to a contagious

with a devastated body. This will-independent

disease (p. 24).

compassion has recently been broadly discussed

Bond asks if this is also why we isolate

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]

literature

devoted

to

broadly-conceived

society from images of crime; from photographs

performatics, from the theory of theatre and

that document the murder, its victim and the

theatrality to the revision of Chomsky’s view

traces of aggression. Then again, the mantra

of anamnesis as the source of grammar. The

claiming that all-pervasive images of violence

discovery, made at the beginning of the last

(in films, computer games, the mass media) have

decade, of the existence and functions of mirror

a detrimental effect holds a secure position in the

neurons, has greatly influenced our knowledge

dominant discourse. Seemingly, it contradicts

of the way in which human beings operate and of

Bond’s assertion. Only seemingly, though.

some elements of the roots of the human ability

Apart from websites run by fans of gore, I am

46

in

to create.

not aware of any medium that would depict the

Photography as a documentation tool is, of

reality of crime and its fruit, or in other words the

course, shaped by some ineliminable discursive

dead, smashed, mutilated, always inadequate,

formulas (conventions) – we have been aware

always scandalous bodies. The aesthetics of war

for at least fifty years now that the ‘innocent

photography also managed to find a language of

eye does not exist’. However, when not dealing

Henry Bond
Lacan at the Scene
233 pages
MIT Press, 2009
ISBN 9780262518086

Michał Płaczek

with the innocence of looking, for instance in

Any satisfactory access to investigation or

the case of crime photography, where it is of no

court proceedings files is also strictly rationed.

importance, such factors belonging to the cultural

Bond mentions how, when he wanted to re-

environment of the image lose interest to scholars.

consult certain documents kept at the National

What remains interesting is that when we

Archive in London, he was not only refused

omit this convention-based contamination, we

access to the material he had seen before but was

will not find in police photography the form that

also summoned to talk with plainclothesmen.

we referred to above – no organised language, no

It happened after he had been discreetly shown

aesthetic message. Forensic photography is an

the door at the main reading room in order to,

image of the Real. It is, alongside images such as

although the reason remained implicit, protect

those captured by medical probes and X-rays, the

innocent readers against a confrontation with

product of advanced culture that comes closest to

graphic images. Coming back to Reik: every person

the Real.

that communes with the reality of crime has to go

Where language is no longer a barrier, there

through quarantine in order not to infect others

is also no safety barrier. Photographs of victims

with excessive proximity to the most intense

go beyond what is deemed acceptable under

of emotions. Murderous fantasies, fantasies of

the broadly-conceived social contract. Such

mutilating, hurting and eliminating others, are

a contract has been in force when presenting for

not in fact only the domain of the ‘degenerate’.

public viewing ever since representation became

Thanks to psychoanalytic efforts, we now know

an object of conscious reflection and social

they constitute mental content characteristic of

practices, as was the case with festive renditions

all humans from the day they are born and as such

of tragedies during the Great Dionysia. Today,

are never erased from the psyche. In line with

the world ‘obscene’ is associated with depravity,

Melanie Klein’s basic, theoretic diagnosis, these

which is not so much incorrect as just too narrow.

destructive, hateful urges are most pronounced

Scenes of coitus or digestive system functions

in babies. Psychological growth to a large

are not the only images that we do not present

extent consists in the production of subsequent,

on the stage. Hence the myth of the Grand

increasingly

Guignol or the mythologisation of snuff movies

methods

– a mythologisation so advanced as to make some

transforming negative psychological content into

people doubt the very existence of the snuff. I do

positive, reparative or literally creative ones.

complex

of

(and

suppressing,

interdependent)
neutralising

or

not know whether one can actually pay someone

Henry Bond chooses methods presented by

to shoot a film that would depict real-life murder

a different school of psychoanalysis, younger than

of a person. I do know, because I myself have

that represented by Klein and her peers. Under

seen a lot of this type of footage, that a person

the banner of a ‘return to Freud’, Lacan critically

interested in watching someone actually dying

reconstructed

may find such recordings without much effort.

a departure point for analytic learning the speech

There are no problems with accessing a film with

and talk of the analysed party, directly opposing

three underage killers from Dnepropetrovsk,

both the biologising tendencies of scholars such

who killed a man with a hammer and recorded

as Otto Fenichel and analysts that, by opting

the process on camera. And this is no exception

for a paradigm oriented towards the analysis of

– one can easily find the video with the botched

relations with an object, in their interpretations

beheading of the sister of a man who had a

focused on phantasms/images – in other words,

conflict with a drug cartel, and dozens of similar

on what is Imaginary and on the analysed party’s

films (the drug mafia uses such footage also as

acting out (acting out, in the narrowest sense

a warning for those who may disrespect their

of the term, is a repressed psychological theme

rules). However, even though such snuff movies

that manifests itself in the subject’s actions but

are easily accessible, they are uploaded on pages

not in speech). In several decades, Lacan created

that graphically and textually highlight the

a vast theoretical corpus and many technical

semi-overt, shady nature of the procedure of

innovations that greatly changed the universally

their sharing. Therefore, they are obscenes par

adopted setting.

excellence, much more than porn sites (those
that present legal content).

Freudianism

and

adopted

as

Choosing psychoanalysis as the research
method for a discussion focused on criminology
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is an act of courage on the part of Henry

knowledge on the forms and understanding of

relation to the Other, to its watching, omniscient,

‘French Freud’s’ writing is, for many new adepts of

Bond. There is perhaps no other area that is so

mental disorders. Meanwhile, throughout his

non-human gaze. I do something and I know that

Lacanian psychoanalysis, very helpful indeed. For

dominated by behavioural psychology, which

book Bond presents a commonsense distance

the Other sees me; the Other sees me and knows

the time being, the Polish reader may only consult

stands on a completely opposite ideological

towards any orthodoxies. One could actually say

that I, in my doing, do it in front of its eyes. The

one of Fink’s works, A Clinical Introduction to

pole

Psychoanalysis

that, for a book with Lacan in its title, there is not

Other sees – I do – I do, because the Other sees

Lacanian Psychoanalysis. I do believe that also

views behaviourism as cowardly reductionism;

that much Lacan between the covers. The author

it. Perversion is thus a game of concealing what

the other books published by this author offer a

behaviourism sees psychoanalysis as an area

avoids meta-theoretical discussions, opting for

is uncovered and vice versa. In reproductions

good alternative to the works of Slavoj Žižek that

of speculation that fails to meet very specific,

clarity and actual hermeneutic usefulness of

of photographs of perverse crime scenes, we

are so popular in Poland. Žižek, incidentally the

scientific requirements, and is thus closer to

terms and structures drawn both from early and

find corpses and their grotesque, sardonically

editor of the series within which Lacan at Scene

literature than to psychology, quite often ruining

late writings of the French psychoanalyst. This is

nihilising likeness in a pornographic pose. There

was published, as the chief representative of the

the latter’s reputation. And hence the author’s

th

why the author freely cites DSM definitions (4

is no live presence in the room; the room is filled

so-called Slovenian school of psychoanalysis,

questions: what would have happened if Jacques

edition) when they enrich the discussion with

with gaze. In a perverse story, nothing is what it

presented the Polish academia with his own,

Lacan had become a homicide bureau officer? (p.

accurate and concise information about the course

seems to be. This is why some of those photographs

albeit quite intellectually contaminated in my

1). What would happen to our understanding of

of psychotic disorders, especially when it comes

show such a clear presence of the fetish, which

opinion, vision of Lacan’s psychoanalysis. While

crime if we were not profilers? Does psychoanalysis

to schizophrenia-related diseases (chapter IV).

Jean Clavreul describe as a thing which, through

not entering into philosophical detail, it can be

let us gain greater knowledge of crime, adding

The clarity that is the main goal of Henry Bond’s

its presence, substitutes the lack characteristic to

said in general that the key to Žižek’s separate

new areas that behavioural profiling has no access

writing about the world through the lens of

the sphere of desire (p. 58). As we know, Lacan

reading of Lacan lies in his choice of the model of

to?

Lacan’s understanding of the man-in-the-world

assumed that desire had no object, so introducing

Hegelianism (the Lacanian Freud is always in tune

proves that, even in the case of great philosophy,

a fetish is an action performed in order to tame the

with Hegel and Heidegger, although one must

reduction does not have to entail reductionism.

desire through cathexis (investing in an object)

keep in mind that the range of interpretations

and acting out, instead of liberating it and living

of Hegel’s work is vast and spans its ambitus

it out.

from the Marxist materialist Hegelianism, with

than

psychoanalysis.

The most general typology of crime scenes
distinguishes

between

organised

and

non-

organised perpetrators. A similar classification

Limiting the number of contexts (Bond

applies to murder motives. The first group belongs

does not write, for instance, about Lacanian

to sexual homicide, the second – to delusional

Hegelianism, and, when mentioning his essay

It is thus clear that the perverse crime scene

which Žižek could be associated, to Kojève, who

motives, the third – to economic and robbery

on de Sade, does not refer to Kant), the author

is a place that could be referred to as the crime

focused on the phenomenology of the dichotomy

motivations, and then: emotional and affective

focuses on creating a method of spontaneous

stage. In fact, the term crime scene is actually not

between the Master and the Slave, thus laying the

crimes, including acting out of vengeance, feelings

psychoanalytic thinking, in which intuitions,

that precise in this context – the perverse crime

foundations for a post-structuralist understanding

of hurt and insult, or feeling of danger. Various

instead of leading to stereotypes, invariably

often takes place at a different location than the

of otherness and individuation, to Lévinas,

motives may coexist, which is actually usually

lead to methods of understanding. The work of

one in which the corpse is then displayed, the

who endowed the Hegelian scaffolding with

the case. Especially in the case of emotional and

referring to the known and the similar is replaced

one registered in forensic photography. The place

a metaphysical character, with the pre-eminence

affective homicides we may deal with an almost

by the work of finding meanings by synthesising

where the corpse is displayed is the place in which

of the theological sense).

limitless complex of variants.

available signs into Lacanian knowledge (savoir),

the other’s gaze (of the person that gets there) will

Coming back to psychosis, let us concentrate

into the input.

overlap with the gaze of the Other (of Law, Sense,

on a synthesis of the two symptoms that have

Language, Culture...).

been mentioned, that is on chaos and overtness.

To respond to that problem, Henry Bond

Lacan devoted an entire year of his seminar

presents a different typological model. It is
based on Lacan’s typology of psychopathological

to

crystallising

The psychotic crime scene (the scene of

Chaos may be construed in three ways. It can

structures that divides them into psychotic,

the consequences of a simple assumption: the

a psychotic crime) makes a completely opposite

be the state of a lack of order, which is the most

perverse and neurotic. According to Henry Bond,

analyst knows as much as the analysed will say/

impression. It is in disorder. The signs are

intuitive definition. However, all chaos, if we

we may segregate types of crime scenes into

contribute. In the case of the crime scene, we

fragmented, as Hanna Segal would say, ‘words

transpose the weight of identification from the

corresponding categories (which also apply to the

know as much as the criminal tells us by leaving

are used as [physical – M.P.] objects’, the chaos is

lack of order to what lacks order, on the elements

homicides themselves).

traces.

filled with a polyphony of interrupted voices.

of a set (an empty set, Ø, can be neither chaotic

knowledge,

Since the psychoanalytic method is oriented

The chaos that determines the scene of

nor organised), bears the trace of a previous order.

pro-Lacanian clinical psychologists that claim

towards a hermeneutic of the unconscious, it

a psychotic crime also includes a characteristic,

This is the second, less obvious meaning of chaos.

that contemporary psychiatry is hostile towards

concentrates in the first place on spheres in which

in Lacan’s understanding, feature of psychosis:

For the purposes of our brief discussion, we may

psychoanalysis and is based on a fallacy consisting

access to the unconscious is relatively easy, i.e. on

overtness. The author quotes the words of Bruce

call it a transitory understanding, since it connects

in the multiplication of disorder units perceived

dreams, phantasms, daydreams, free associations,

Fink, who has done great service to the Anglo-

chaos-disorder with chaos construed in the third

as separate phenomena based on their symptoms,

in order to gradually, through their help, graduate

Saxon culture by popularising Jacques Lacan’s

way, as a different order. The psychotic spectrum

thus avoiding any deeper analysis of the structure

from conscious fantasies to the unconscious

work. According to Fink, nothing is repressed in

does not belong to any of these three fields in

of the patient’s mind. The main object of attacks

ones buried underneath, from the explicit to

psychosis, so there is no need to keep anything

separation. Psychosis is a constant process,

(not only for psychoanalysts but also for the post-

the implicit, from product to subtract, from the

secret. On a side note, I feel obliged to say that,

in contrast to perversion, which, as we have

Foucauldian left) is the DSM (Diagnostic and

graphic interface to the operating system.

since the Polish edition of Jacques Lacan’s

already mentioned, manifests itself, among other

So, what kind of material makes up the

Seminars has just appeared, Fink’s work also

symptoms, in imposing cathexis on a fetish. And

perverse crime scene? Bond points out that

deserves to be published. His talent for a clear

thus psychotic chaos is both a disorder, because

perversion is an activity undertaken always in

exegesis of even the most obscure passages of the

it aggressively tears any recognisable order into

of the American Psychiatric Association that is
updated every decade and regroups the latest
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However, Bond is hardly as radical as some

Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders), a publication
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The Contagious Image of Crime On Henry Bond’s ‘Lacan at the Scene

pieces (cf. Lacanian definition of the manifestation

from the non-diverse environment, so it directs its

Tormented by its own inner self and

by a family album lying inside the left bowl.

of aggression in psychoanalysis), and a trace of

force on uniformised forms of language, creating

constantly hurt by the outside environment, the

A strong zoom allows us to see a proud portrait

order (the elements at work in a psychotic mind

a false primordiality on their basis. However,

neurotic lives in fear of what is repressed, i.e.

of a military officer in full uniform. It seems that

are, apart from the representations of the Real

since this thanatic aggression is unbearable, the

of free desire. We have already mentioned that

it is a typical picture from a photographic atelier,

in the form of a linguistic salad and phonemes

repression partially masks the initial motivation

human desires need to be tamed by the psyche

a souvenir of the prestige and success gained by

produced for the sake of their sound only, split and

of the subject and allows scars to be covered with

because they are too forceful and too dangerous

a member of the family.

unrelated elements of the orders of cultural reality,

a monstrous, false order of delusion. Delusion is

to

bloodthirstiness,

The perpetrator in this case, an impulsive

which is underlined especially by Félix Guattari

thus a form of relieving the fear caused by turning

annihilating fury, the joy of liberation through

killer, was relegated from the army for disciplinary

and Gilles Deleuze in his Anti-Oedipus), and,

from being to destruction.
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be

confronted.

One’s

killing, dismembering, devouring, poisoning

reasons shortly before the crime. He was stripped

The perverse theatrality and psychotic

with faeces and urine are all everyday emotions

of all honours. We can suspect that for a long

order with the delusional, idiosyncratic order.

overtness are completed by the dangerous

and experiences for a baby, while for an adult they

time he had to endure stress, embarrassment,

These metastases remain in constant motion, while

universe of neurosis.

prove terrifying.

humiliation and guilt. The contents of the photo

finally, it is a replacement of the understandable
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meanings are accidental. In the psychoanalytic

The neurotic criminal is a deeply unhappy

If the dams that hold the flood of desire

album picture, the weight of the values inscribed

understanding, psychosis consists first of all in the

person, a victim of forces whose intensity tore

around the walls of the persecuted ego fall, before

in the portrait of an ancestor, wrote a new chapter

inability to abolish the relations between objects

down the protective infrastructure and brought

they become self-repaired (leading to even deeper

in the book of senses that persecuted the killer

and on the constant attacking of these relations.

about danger and crisis. The protagonist of Elfride

fear and remorse), they will uncontrollably

(symbolic bankruptcy). The construction thus fell

It is a structurality that drastically turns away

Jelinek’s Rosamunde describes this experience

lead the force of destruction towards an object

apart, crushing both the victim and the aggressor,

from the individuating function of oedipality.

in most beautiful words: ‘Unfortunately, water

identified (consciously or unconsciously) as

whose life also ended at the very same moment.

The latter deserves to be briefly defined, since

broke into my body’.

hateful. The fact that these are often objects of

He is a killer, the ultimate outcast. ‘In the world
but not of the world’.

we are not interested in hiding behind enigmatic

A neurotic is so tormented by the repressive

love and care (one’s closest person or body, health

prophetisms. Let us keep in mind that, when we

forces that he or she becomes exhausted, and the

or life) is dictated by the ambivalent logic of

Deducing the content and rules of another

talk about structures (maternal, paternal, oedipal,

mental energy, instead of being directed towards

persecution-cum-splitting (I am referring directly

person’s imagination is a task that requires all

etc.) we do not mean them as phenomena of

life, creativity and love, burns out, keeping the

to Melanie Klein’s theory through the notion of

kinds of caution. Whoever crosses the boundary

regression to the expressible historicity of the

self in a permanently endangered shape.

the paranoid-schizoid position).

of the social day in order to learn about the reverse

subject. Such an understanding is misleading and

An unsolvable guilt is one of these forces.

Bond looks for traces of neurosis in forensic

of happiness and success, becomes infected for

vulgarises the sense of psychoanalytic revision. In

While the perverse self invests desire in an object-

photographs reproduced in the last chapter

good. The sight of a crime, if one looks at it with

other words, we are not interested whether and

fetish, the neurotic self identifies desire with its

of his book. He focuses on details that may be

honesty, invalidates the currency of the social

when the Oedipus complex took place, we focus

lack of object. I am not certain whether Lacan

incomprehensible (and unconsciously fascinating,

contract that defines what belongs to the decorum

only on the way in which the oedipal structure

would have agreed with such a claim, although

thus ‘mad’). When presenting scenes of domestic

of community life, a construct that protects the

operates within the mind of the patient. The gist

at the same time I do not think I am trespassing

tragedies and crimes of passion, Bond draws our

collectivity against an examination of conscience.

of the Oedipus complex lies in individuation (the

any boundaries of orthodoxy in my thinking. An

attention to elements that point to an activity

Since psychoanalysis teaches us that even the

coming into presence of the self) through referring

unconscious identification of desire with a lack,

referred to in criminology as ‘doing justice’ or

best hidden crime will haunt the living until it

to the conscious desire of the other. The self desires

stimulated by an overly intense ban, results to my

‘compensating’ something to the victim of the

finds justice, the community appoints substitute

to be the mother’s object of desire, while this object

mind in the emergence of identity between the

crime. The corpses are, paradoxically, protected

victims to bear the responsibility for the actions

is, as we realise in the oedipal moment, the father.

event of desire and the necessary ban. Regulation

by the killer against the consequences of his or her

performed by all members. Shirley Jackson, an

The self thus desires to replace the father, who it

and adjustment, acculturation, in other words the

actions; the victim is not humiliated – it becomes

American writer, wrote about this metaphorically

also perceives in the phantasm of primeval scene

functions of the superego, are in the psychological

an object of care and glorification. Victims of such

in her miniature chef-d’oeuvre, the Lottery. In

as dangerous to the mother. The father possesses

mechanism of a neurotic more forceful than is

crimes are often peaceful, as if asleep. Their hair

the story, the entire village meets every year in

what the mother desires. The self also desires it,

necessary to participate in the interpersonal

and clothes are carefully readjusted. The killer

order to conduct the eponymous lottery. Nobody

but this desire also realises there is a lack, that is

universe of culture. Law no longer represents

brings water and delicacies, pins their favourite

really remembers the rules that were established

the self does not possess what the father holds and

order, and thus possibility, but transforms into

brooch onto their garments, plays their favourite

ages before. Sometimes, someone suggests shyly

what the mother desires. The self wants to have

a trap, imprisonment, control. The neurotic mind

music. He or she contacts the internal object

that also the device used for drawing lots is

this. Concentrating on this (the phallus), the self

is a police state. The world is hostile – directed

with gestures of care and love, gestures that are

quite worn out. However, the lottery goes on for

wants to find itself in the position of becoming the

against the self. Law enforcement is represented

to protect the fragile life of the victim against

generations as a monstrous and, at the same time,

goal of the mother’s desire, and as a result of this

by countless agents of overt and secret services

devastation.

necessary ritual of common life. Once a year, one

discovery (discovery of desire), it directs its desire

that are no longer recognisable. Only they know

This is one case. Sometimes, we will discover

person from the village is selected. Once a year,

towards the desire of the mother, that is it desires

the Law. The self does not know what is permitted

the killer’s neurosis by finding a displaced object

one person from the village is killed, so that others

the mother’s desire. In this way, the frame of order,

and what constitutes a crime, so it does not know

at the crime scene. The last crime scene discussed

may live in safety and survive the next 12 months

Law and symbol is formed. From an amorphous,

when the officers of this Law will knock upon

in Lacan at the Scene is a kitchen, an ordinary,

together. In view of all that has been written above,

semiotic mass forms the tissue of psychological

its door and enforce the due punishment. For

tidy, modest kitchen of your average English

we could hardly wish for a better punch line.

coming of age, i.e. symbolising subject to Law. The

a neurotic, the reality of Kafkaesque justice system

house. The picture presents a two-bowl kitchen

psychotic self does not agree to such separation

is by no means hyperbolic. It is hyperrealist.

sink. The ordinariness of the setting is disturbed
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Timea Oravecz
Translation: Dorota Malina

THE DAY
BEFORE, THE
DAY AFTER...

2014

When I first saw Henry Bond’s photos from the

realized what they had done. Did they feel

Lacan at the Scene book, I was not able to look

remorse? Did they want to go back to the time

at them directly, I had my eyes half-closed.

when everything was still all right? Perhaps

I could not stand the sight of mutilated corpses.

they wanted to turn the clock back in order to

These photographs were too disturbing, too

re-live the moment when the victim bought the

shocking. I tried coming back to them many

floral bedding to make the room look nicer and

times. Gradually, I started to notice the setting:

cosier? Such small details can be very painful,

rooms, furniture, crushed objects on the floor

especially when we consider these objects as

and even such details as a cup of cold tea next

witnesses to the tragedy.

to the body. Was it the murderer who left it

To create this essay, I used photos from

there for his victim? Such acts are sometimes

Bond’s book printed on black and white, poor

interpreted as half-conscious attempts to make

quality paper. I superimposed on them “the

amends, especially when the killer was closely

same objects” so as to cover the details of the

related to the victim. I tried to imagine what

crime scene. Now it looks as if nothing had

the murderer must have felt when he (or she)

happened or as if it was still before the crime.

A Day after, a Day
before..., 2014, collage
on BW, photocopy,
21 cm × 29 cm each,
courtesy of the artist
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C r i m e
Kamila Kowerska
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

Crime
in Comic
Books

A Short History of Censorship
The dark side of human nature has always

a separate genre – adventure comics – gained

fascinated every generation, and blood-curdling

a popularity that surprised even its creators.

stories are usually a recipe for office box success

Interestingly enough, today Popeye is

for action films, thrillers and horrors produced on

considered to have been the first superhero

their basis. The crime novel is arguably the most

character. A sailor with a heart as big as a temper

often read genre of literature, and its authors

short, he was created in 1929 by Elzie Crisler Segar

compete to create characters with increasingly

and on a regular basis resorted to force to fight

complex biographies and minds that give birth

his rivals (a group including petty criminals, his

to twisted crime visions. Comic book authors

rivals for the hand of his beloved Olive Oyl, and

are also interested in crime. Today, the problem

swarms of ants). He drew his superhuman power

of censorship of materials of perceived obscenity

from eating massive amounts of spinach. Even

does not apply to their quite alternative universe,

though the character of the well-built sailor with

but this creative freedom was not always a part of

distinctive speech impairment has found a stable

this specific environment.

place in pop culture, today it is rather associated
with a harmless way of convincing children to

Crime Does Not Pay®
Published by Dark
Horse Comics, Inc.
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In the first two decades of the 20th

eat the greenish goo than with the superhero that

century, comics usually took the form of several

saved the Earth from oppression. In reality, at the

panels of satirical and entertainment pictures.

beginning of the 1920s, comics was much more

However, despite the lighter repertoire, this

ambitious – its authors wanted to attract mature,

form of expression did arouse controversy and

demanding readers. The first short superhero

found fervent enemies both in America and

stories began appearing in everyday press before

in Europe. Comics was accused of spreading

World War I. The unstable political situation, the

moral corruption, of choosing infantile topics;

escalation of conflicts and fluctuating public

some tried to question the very idea of drawing

feeling made people interested in stories whose

illustrations, especially those appearing in

heroes had superhuman powers and dedicated

Sunday editions of popular newspapers. Even

their lives to fighting against evil and improving

though comics had staunch opponents from the

the quality of life of ordinary people. Together

very beginnings, it continued to develop, and

with the growing popularity of this form of
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Crime in Comic Books

expression, the expectations of readers as to the

when it published its bestseller, ‘Crime Does

but, as they did not have the certificate, they

Russ Jones, who stood behind the reintroduction

quality of illustrations also started to rise. The

Not Pay’ – at the height of its popularity, the

could not achieve broad distribution, which

of this type of comics, accepted the situation

style became more realistic and authors paid

title reached

a circulation of six million sold

often led to the bankruptcy of the publishing

with dignity and used it to achieve an even bigger

more attention to detail.

copies. The driving force of this success lay in

house. Even though the introduction of the Code

success. Encouraged by the great popularity

A real superhero boom took place in the

the protagonists of the comic books and their

imposed serious limitations on the creativity and

of ‘Creepy’, a year after its market debut, he

early 1940s. However, comic books geared

stories. Authors looked for inspiration directly

artistic freedom of contemporary illustrators

introduced a new title, ‘Eerie’, whose form

towards

discussed

into police files and described actual crimes.

and scriptwriters, we can now say that it did not

resembled the best productions of the golden

sociopolitical issues. Superman, created in

However, this title entered into the history of

succeed in restraining the growth of this domain

era of EC Comics and Lev Gleason Publications.

1938 by the Siegel and Shuster duo, had all

comics mainly due to the gory details of the

of art. Many publishers suffered huge losses due

Profiting from the popularity of the two, in 1969

it took to become America’s hero – he could

pictures, which were quite memorable due to

to censorship, but most decided to adjust to the

Warren released a third title in the same style,

see through walls, lift super heavy objects,

their high quality. The subsequent editions were

new reality and prove that the limitations do not

‘Vampirella’, about the adventures of a voluptuous

fly with the speed of a bullet. Today, we can

full of brutal sex, drug abuse and violence, which

need to harm their sales figures. The best example

woman-vampire, who also narrated the stories in

analyse this character to look for biblical and

only boosted their sales numbers. Meanwhile,

of a positive interpretation of the restraints

which she was not the superhero.

mythological inspirations – Superman is a sort

in 1950–1955, EC Comics published 27 issues

enforced by the Code may be found in the comic

The decline of Warren Publishing in 1983 did

of invincible hybrid of Samson, Hercules and

of ‘Crime SuspenStories’ – a gory magazine

books published by now cult and still thriving

not undermine the crime comics market, because

Jesus. He was sent to earth by his father to help

inspired by film noir and popular crime novels.

houses such as Marvel and DC Comics. After

by then graphic novels created in Europe and in

people thanks to his supernatural abilities. As

The authors of these two titles, trying to live up to

a period of fascination with gore, superheroes

Asia had already started gaining a strong position.

Roger Sabin writes in his book Comics, Comix

the expectations of the ever-increasing fandom,

were back in grace, both when it came to the

The following years brought greater freedom in the

and Graphic Novels, at the very beginning of his

came up with more and more complex and brutal

already popular protagonists and new characters

forms of expression, in scriptwriting and, finally,

existence, Superman was also a tool of political

characters. The covers attracted attention with

with unprecedented superpowers. The golden

in illustrations. Even though the most important

propaganda for Franklin Delano Roosevelt and

exceptionally graphic scenes of murders and

era of crime comics drew to an end.

American comics publishers, such as Marvel and

his New Deal. The superhero became a true

absolutely literal representations of crime. The

The restrictive Code did not encourage

DC, resigned from applying the Code only in the

guardian of order, while his enemies were for

cover of the 22nd issue of ‘Crime SuspenStories’

risk-taking, and the need to plan out the work

2000s, today the rules written in the mid 1950s

the most part drunkards, gamblers, wife beaters

found a special place in the history of comics,

of illustrators so that their pictures would not

inspire no more than disbelief and laughter.

or employers abusing their subordinates. When

with a graphic representation of beheading

breach any provisions, were a force that nipped

the cold war started, Superman turned into an

together with the bloody murder, a butcher’s

any creativity and creative freedom in the bud.

undefeated hero, fighting against evil in the

cleaver, right there in the foreground. No wonder

Almost 11 years had to pass before the question

name of truth and justice. Interestingly enough,

then that this type of comics had its own group of

of gory comics once again attracted the attention

contemporary comics was quick to reflect the

fervent opponents, headed by Fredric Wertham,

of publishers. The stalemate was broken with

common social concerns – when people feared

a psychiatrist, who published his arguments

one decisive and bold move made by Warren

atomic bombs, comic books pages were full of

against the art of comics under the title Seduction

Publishing, which launched a new magazine

scenes of explosion. The growing popularity of

of the Innocent. He claimed, for instance, that

called ‘Creepy’. The main character, fictional

Superman led to the birth of many other heroes

graphic images of crime may disturb the peaceful

Uncle Creepy, introduced the readers to the

of superhuman powers, with characters such

slumber of children and were responsible for the

story presented in each issue. By employing a

as Batman, Captain America or Wonder Woman

growing crime rates among the youth. According

group of designers that used to worked for ‘Crime

appearing within several years.

to Wertham, they could inspire a wish to emulate

Does Not Pay’ and ‘Crime SuspenStories’, the

the criminals and to try out the brutal methods

magazine managed to attract a mature audience

presented in comics in real life.

that looked upon the no longer available

younger

readers

also

Right after World War II, when the political
situation

reached

temporary

stability,

the

The Comics Code Authority
General standards—Part A
(1) Crimes shall never be presented in such
a way as to create sympathy for the criminal, to
promote distrust of the forces of law and justice,
or to inspire others with a desire to imitate
criminals.
(2) No comics shall explicitly present the unique
details and methods of a crime.

The negative attitude towards comics,

productions from the previous decade with

supported by the academia, with Wertham

nostalgia. However, the publisher’s bold move

destruction of the world ceased to be a realistic

as the chief representative of the movement,

did not mean that the Code was abolished, or that

vision, and weapons of mass destruction

was shared by a broad audience, in particular

designers could now explore new possibilities

were no longer a universal means of inspiring

among members of the middle class terrified by

and let their imagination run free to find new

fear. Readers started looking for elements of

the threat of moral corruption touching their

ways of presenting crimes and offences. In fact,

(4) If crime is depicted it shall be as a sordid and

fear introduced into their own backyards,

children. In the end, the anti-comics propaganda

the legal framework did not change at all, but

unpleasant activity.

into everyday life situation – fear was to be

resulted in the creation of The Comics Code

Warren found a certain loophole in the Code, one

embodied by a psychopathic neighbour rather

Authority in 1954. From that point, in order

that had not been used before. The limitations

than biological weapons carefully constructed

to receive approval and a certificate from the

imposed by the Code applied only to books in

by hostile armies. The growing expectations

Comics Magazine Association of America, a title

broad distribution, not to press. And thus ‘Creepy’

were met by two popular publishing houses

had to meet a number of requirements regarding

made its market debut as a bi-monthly magazine.

of that time – Lev Gleason Publications and

in particular the presentation of gory material.

The return to the traditions from the early

EC Comics. The former had its debut in 1944

Of course, some brutal titles were still published,

1950s caused a huge stir among the audience, and

popular
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expectations of readers towards the already
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comic

books

changed.

The

(3) Policemen, judges, Government officials and
respected institutions shall never be presented in
such a way as to create disrespect for established
authority.

(5) Criminals shall not be presented so as to be
rendered glamorous or to occupy a position
which creates a desire for emulation.
(6) In every instance good shall triumph over evil
and the criminal punished for his misdeeds.
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(7) Scenes of excessive violence shall be

(12) Restraint in the use of the word “crime” in

prohibited. Scenes of brutal torture, excessive

titles or subtitles shall be exercised.

and unnecessary knife and gunplay, physical

General standards—Part B
(1) No comic magazine shall use the word horror
or terror in its title.

w

w

(8) No unique or unusual methods of concealing

(also online)

weapons shall be shown.

(2) All scenes of horror, excessive bloodshed,

(9) Instances of law-enforcement officers dying

masochism shall not be permitted.

w.

e

eliminated.

available at
MOCAK Bookstore

mo

t

or

agony, gory and gruesome crime shall be

c a k . pl/ b o o

ks

gory or gruesome crimes, depravity, lust, sadism,

as a result of a criminal’s activities should be
discouraged.

(3) All lurid, unsavory, gruesome illustrations
shall be eliminated.

(10) The crime of kidnapping shall never be
portrayed in any detail, nor shall any profit
accrue to the abductor or kidnaper. The
criminal or the kidnaper must be punished in
every case.

(4) Inclusion of stories dealing with evil shall be
used or shall be published only where the intent
is to illustrate a moral issue and in no case shall
evil be presented alluringly, nor so as to injure
the sensibilities of the reader.

(11) The letters of the word “crime” on a comicsmagazine cover shall never be appreciably greater
in dimension than the other words contained in
the title. The word “crime” shall never appear
alone on a cover.

(5)

Scenes

dealing

with,

or

instruments

associated with walking dead, torture, vampires
and

vampirism,

ghouls,

cannibalism,

and

werewolfism are prohibited.

available at
MOCAK Bookstore
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The Power of Trauma, the Impotence of Art

Elżbieta Sala

Elżbieta Sala
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

The Force of
Trauma, the
Powerless of
Art
When the experience of a certain event exceeds

trauma is to achieve emotional acknowledgement

one’s mental capacity to cope with it, it is called

of the disaster that already happened.

I was inspired to explore this issue when I read

see a similar manoeuvre. The main exhibition

the letters written by the participants of an

space also presented the sculptures, revolving

educational project that I organised at MOCAK

counter-clockwise.

symbolism

to accompany the exhibition The Desire for

One of the motifs apparent in contemporary

great despair and feelings of impotence: an

art is the need to work through the collective

internal disaster after which one needs to be

trauma and thus to free ourselves from the

was evident in his other works as well. One of

Freedom. Art in Europe since 1945. The exhibition

rebuilt. The trauma leads to a deep crisis and

compulsion of re-experiencing. Such attempts are

the rooms presented the artist’s installation

included, among others, Mirosław Bałka’s 2004

disorganisation, provokes the need to deny what

undertaken by many artists, including Mirosław

called Dead End. The walls were covered with

work BlueGasEyes, creating the specific context

happened, and to do so on many levels: in reality

Bałka, who, in one interview, said that ‘I wonder,

an even layer of ash, rising 2.5 metres up. The

in which my students saw the work. They were

it did not happen, it did not happen to me, it has

speaking in Nałkowska’s words, why this fate was

counter-clockwise-revolving

placed

asked to write a letter to one of the artists that

no bearing on my life, it does not mean anything,

prepared for people by people and whether they

within the context of Shoah traces, presented

presented his or her work at the exhibition. The

in fact it was a good experience.

would do this again. I think that we forget all too

a terrifying scene. To me, they are not so much

students could read the following caption to

soon and that we like to shift the blame on others.

a symbol of turning back the hands of time as the

the installation: ‘The work shows two rings of

This is why I want to offer reminders’.1

uncontrollable recurrence of something that we

flame made by ignited gas rings. The projection

Sigmund Freud noted the phenomenon of

Holocaust

objects,

recurring traumatic events. He then formulated

This approach can be found in his 2003

do not to have contact with. Spectators try to

is accompanied by the characteristic hissing

the thesis that if one failed to work through a

work Winterreise, a product of the artist’s visit

push away any thoughts about the Holocaust, but

of the burning gas. The seemingly innocuous

trauma, he or she would unconsciously strive

in Birkenau. It is composed of three video clips:

as they go on, they reach a room that resembles

image is disturbed by associations with the use

to repeat it. Why does this happen? To me, the

Pond, Bambi 1 and Bambi 2. The spectator may

a grave. The title of the exhibition suggests that

to which gas was put in concentration camps.

most interesting answer is that this desire stems

see a small body of water, where cremated ashes

there are reasons that cause people to suffer.

The round shape of the burner can also be seen

from our need to take control of what happened.

were tossed, as well as roe deer that come close to

Karma is a sum of our deeds, a fate shaped by the

as reminiscent of the shape of the shower head in

This murderous cycle is all about returning to

the barbed wire that surrounds the concentration

consequences of our actions.

the ‘showers’ in which the mass extermination

the reality before the trauma and protecting

camp. The screening was accompanied by three

the world against the disaster. However, this

objects named Plates of Hunger, revolving

task cannot be fulfilled, because the thing that

counter-clockwise

we want to protect no longer exists. Only when

A year later, visitors of the solo exhibition Karma

at

a

monotonous

we acknowledge and grieve for the loss can
we make space for a difference reality, freed
from the compulsion of of recurring traumatic
experiences. . The gist of working through the

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]

at the London-based White Cube gallery could

a trauma. Its consequences include a state of

When working with Word War I veterans,

64

Mirosław Bałka,
BlueGasEyes, 2004,
video installation,
3 min 37 min, MOCAK
Collection

pace.

Letters to Mirosław Bałka

of prisoners took place in the camps’.2 Below are
fragments of letters written as part of the project.

Can art be of use when working through the
hardest of human experiences? We may search

1

Ł. Gazur, i Want to Offer Reminders, http://www.
dziennikpolski24.pl/artykul/1320546,jachceprzypominac,id,t.html [retrieved: 26.5.2014].

for an answer to this question by analysing our
own feelings. Comments offered by other art
viewers may also shed some light on this topic.

2

30th exhibition of the European Council The Desire
for Freedom. Art in Europe since 1945, ed. D. Jałowik,
M. Kozioł, MOCAK, Krakow 2013, p. 82.
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Letter 1

I think that war references are a way to escape
from deeper, philosophical matters.

Letter 2

The Power of Trauma, the Impotence of Art

Elżbieta Sala

ever be set, although a worse one could perhaps

because, in my opinion, together with the metal

art is actively received. ‘The symbolic struggle

appear. I would like to remain Anonymous, but

frames they are to symbolise an altar or a cabin

against war, pain, or disability is ineffective.

I admit that gas.

on which everyone can seemingly climb. This

… Yet everyone benefits – art does not change

probably means that anyone could end up in

the world; art changes people. This is a very

the shoes of the people that were murdered in

important distinction’.3 I think that the project
I have described shows how art can impact on

Letter 7

As a 20-year-old, I have already visited Auschwitz

concentration camps. My feelings towards this

is difficult to find a link between concentration

three times, with schools etc. Every visit to such

work are mixed, but the longer I reflect on its

the viewers’ feelings and change their attitudes

camp memories and the contemporary viewer.

a place makes me afraid and convinced that

content, the more meanings I find ...’.

towards certain problems. The force that makes

The war is in the past, the war is over, today it

they should have been torn down a long time

Art is impotent because it does not have

us allow it to change us is the need to get out of the

ago, to protect them from being depraved by

the power to change reality. It can only work

grave, the instinct of life, the need for emotional

It would be interesting to show this piece to

the thoughtlessness of visitors. Of course, I am

inside the viewer, and only if reception takes

survival, the desire to rebuild our internal world,

someone who had actually gone through this

exaggerating here, not all the visitors. Also in order

place, i.e. if the meaning conveyed by a piece of

to acknowledge the emotional truth.

nightmare and see if this person would have similar

to be able to say that it is history, that it is over. ...

Letter 4

It was not perhaps so much the image itself
that attracted my attention as the sound which
not with gas chambers but gas poisoning in

I do not want to argue with you, after a while

general, by leaky heaters, which is a topic that is

I also became lost in thoughts and felt gloomy, but

closer to me. It fills me with a certain terror. The

this was hardly a spontaneous reaction. Without

first thing that came to my mind was that I would

the description, the circles imitating empty blue

like to turn it off, that I did not want to hear it.

eyes would remain but a source of light to me.

These circles resonate with a real threat.

Letter 5

Letter 8

Flickering gas rings, next to which I took a sit, and

3

was very unpleasant to me. I associated maybe

From afar, circles lying on flat screens, from

the characteristic, soft hiss are really comforting

up close, gas rings, ones that we see every day,

to me, what can I say. What is more, they remind

but several times larger, and this is when I hear

me of home, of my grandma lighting the stove,

the hiss, the hiss of leaking gas. And this stirs

and of tea that pleasantly burns the lips when

emotions. Before I read the description, my first

I gulp it down in winter. Meanwhile, a head-on

feelings were once of disquiet and a certain,

collision. So many human beings murdered with

hm, sense of danger. Maybe it is because every

gas, children, the elderly; no difference. Shock,

morning when I light the stove I image my hair

fear, paralysing terror, hunger, exhaustion,

catching fire from one of the rings, or maybe

the will to survive. Struggle. Gas chambers,

because I always check three times if the gas is

thousands of numb bodies thrown away.

really turned off. After reading the description

Oppression, trampling upon people. Complete

I know more, that the gas, this bad gas, is

destruction of human will, dignity, freedom.

a metaphor of the Holocaust. There is no denying

My imagination can never fully convey these

that many were gassed, other gassed themselves

atrocities, which today, when people have

by sticking their heads into an oven. I am at the

it good, are merely a distant historic event.

border of being gassed and gassing myself, I feel

A nightmare. Because it is ‘unthinkable’. So,

anxious, even though I am convinced I am safe.

M.A. Potocka, The Awareness of Enslavement Is the
Beginning of Freedom, in: 30th exhibition of the European
Council, op. cit. p. 30.
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oblivious, we lock ourselves away in our small,
calm worlds, brewing the symbolic tea... In

***

everyday life rejecting this bloody fragment of
‘that universe’, ‘that reality’.

Letter 6 (complete)
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Some students returned to Mirosław Bałka’s
work in their essays prepared to receive credit
in my class. An example of a growing reflection

Dear Mr. Mirosław Bałka:

on a work seen at a museum is offered by the

I am a student of the Academy of Fine Arts in

following excerpt: ‘The gas rings, with blue

Krakow. I was asked to write a letter to you, in

flames, remind me of huge, tearful eyes that

which I would present my impressions as regards

maybe once saw terrible things ... The size of

your work. It is probably the worst task that could

both “eyes” or “rings” is unnatural for a reason,

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]
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Typhlo-Museum

Maria Prawelska talks with Robert Więckowski

The situation is improving, although there is still

Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

a long way ahead of us. Some museums are open
towards such actions, their employees attend
special training sessions and try to do something

Typhlo-Museum
On Making Art Available to
People with Visual Impairment.
Maria Prawelska talks with
Robert Więckowski

useful, but some have yet to make that first step.
I do hope that this is just a matter of time and that
also these museums will one day believe that such
actions make sense and will open themselves up
to people with blindness and restricted vision.
Maybe this reluctance to act stems from the belief
that museums are not a good place for the blind
because of the large number of visual works they
present.
This is organic work. We need to persuade both
museum employees and the blind themselves
Workshops for blind
children at Baj Theatre
during Warsaw Culture
Week Without Barriers,
photo: D. Kucner

of Liberty and Castle Clinton, managed by the

at the very same time. The former have to

National Park Service. Again, it was thanks to

believe that purely visual arts, if made available

Cody and Margaret Pfanstiehls. Until the end

in a proper manner, may be cognitively attractive

of the 1980s, audio description had gained

to people with visual impairment. The latter need

popularity mostly in the United States, making

to realise that going to museums and galleries is

its way to Europe in the early 1990s. In 2006,

worth the effort, that they can find something

it finally came to Poland. Krzysztof Szybzda

for themselves in such places. When such a way

was the author of the first script. Working with

of thinking becomes universal and obvious,
everything will be possible.

Maria Prawelska: The professional endeavour

decided that audio description was necessary only

Tomasz Strzymiński, who is blind, he wrote the

to make art available to people with visual

when the actors were silent, when the play speaks

audio description of Michał Kwieciński’s film

impairment dates just over 30 years back, which

to viewers with image only. And thus it all began!

What is of particular importance when writing
audio description?

is not that much. How was it born?
Robert Więckowski: The world’s first audio

Could you tell us what audio description is in

We have to speak in simple words, stirring the

description, which is the most crucial tool

more detail?

imagination – with no art historian jargon.

when it comes to making art available to blind

Audio description is a verbal description of what

Descriptions created by curators and museum

audiences, was created in 1980 in the United

a person that is blind or has reduced vision has no

employees are not necessarily audio description.

States for a performance at the Arena Stage in

chance to see. It consists in a description, subject

We also need to remember to talk about the size,

Washington, DC. It was written at the initiative

to certain principles, of the world of colours and

space and colours. Audio description should have

of Margaret and Cody Pfanstiehls. Cody lost his

shapes, of light and space, of actions and events

a set storyline in order to avoid jumping from

sight, but before it happened, he had been used

that happen only in the visual dimension. Audio

one topic to another. We could for instance start

to quite regular visits in museums, cinemas

description is needed in theatre and cinema

with the most important element and then move

and theatres. Suddenly, his life was devoid of

when actors act with their bodies, movement

to less significant details, from the foreground

something very important, of culture.

and facial expression. Museums have greater

to the background, etc. I also truly believe we

needs.

photographs,

should point out some possible interpretation

What did he do to reclaim it?

prints are presented visually, so they need to be

routes, give others a chance to associate one

First of all, he came up with the idea of how to

described in full detail in a way that will convey

exhibit

adapt theatrical performances to the needs of

the aesthetic interplay that takes place within the

situations. This is useful especially when dealing

audiences with vision loss or blindness. This

artwork. It is very important to make sure that

with contemporary art. Audio description should

method was called audio description. Secondly,

the person who listens to the audio description of

he managed to convince people he knew, and

a painting experiences something, that he or she

Statyści. The film, adapted to the needs of blind

unable to concentrate on a ten or fifteen minute

those he did not know but who worked at the

feels contact with art, and not with something as

audiences, was screened in Białystok. And then,

stretch. And one more I think fundamental

theatre, that inviting blind people to come to

prosaic as a washing machine manual.

audio description was introduced to theatres,

aspect – audio description should give rise to

with museums coming next.

emotions, offer a certain substitute for art.

Let us focus on the latter. Do museums make

We are talking about audio description, about

their collections available to blind audiences?

listening. What about touching? Do blind people

Paintings,

sculptures,

the auditorium and providing them with an

68
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additional audio track was worth the effort. Cody

When did audio description enter into museums?

and Margaret started with theatre. Already at the

It is said that it happened six years later, with

very beginning, even in their first attempt, they

the introduction of descriptions for the Statue

with

other

artworks,

phenomena,

also not be too lengthy, as most people will just be

Workshops for blind
children at Baj Theatre
during Warsaw Culture
Week Without Barriers,
photo: D. Kucner
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Workshops at MOCAK
Graboszyce. Everyday Life
in Art, co-host:
Zofia Kerneder,
photo: A. Żórawska

Typhlo-Museum

Maria Prawelska talks with Robert Więckowski

artworks. I remember the words of that guide,

What can we learn from this survey?

and we also did some work in Krakow – with

‘Would you really like to be in his shoes?’. And

For instance that blind or visually impaired

you, at MOCAK, at Schindler’s Factory. We will

one more thing, even when a museum allows for

people want to visit museums and galleries. It

soon be visiting the Museum of Art in Łódź and

some objects to be touched, audio description is

turns out that the greatest turn-off is the fact that

the Wroclaw Contemporary Museum. And then

still necessary. You need to describe the object

there are no special adjustments. Meanwhile,

on to other cities and museums.

touched by a blind person, or else it will be really

audio description is their preferred method

difficult or even impossible for him or her to truly

of making art available to blind audiences. It

You meet with great sympathy in all those

get to know the artwork.

was also interesting to learn that people were

places...

ready to spend one or two hours per one visit at

In general yes, our co-operation with museums

Can we expect that when museums are really

a museum. This is an amount of time in which you

is smooth. It makes me very happy because I care

adapted to the needs of people with visual

can present a handful rather than a dozen objects

deeply for museums. We have our friendly places,

impairment, blind visitors will be drawn to them

to a blind person, whereas a person that sees will

where the teams call us themselves when they have

in great numbers?

be able to explore the entire museum. The pace

any needs or questions. We are always ready to help

I would not be so optimistic, at least it would not

of blind tours is significantly slower. I will never

because that is what our foundation is all about.

happen in the beginning. I am a Polish philology

forget my visit at the Royal Museums in Brussels.

graduate; I remember taking a class called

There was a large collection of Breughel with

Why do you work so much with museums?

‘reading images’. The professors explained that

three works selected for the purposes of our tour.

We have the luxury of pursuing our own dreams.

people rarely read but were even less likely to visit

We spent some 45 minutes at the gallery and it

When I lost my sight, the thing I missed the most

museums. Such is our reality, unfortunately. So if

turned out you could describe the entire story

was museums. I had been used to visiting them

touch anything when visiting museums?

audiences with no disabilities, to which museums

of Breughel’s art using three works only. Only

when I could still see. I had really loved this. I had

Yes, of course, if only there is something to touch.

have always been addressed, do not really go

when you know how to do it, of course.

been interested in museums and read about them.

These might by typhlo-graphics, i.e. special

to exhibitions, we should not expect disabled

boards with protruding elements, with different

people who have never been used to visiting

You work at the Culture without Barriers

I started working at the foundation and learnt

textures. They are especially useful when

museums to learn to miss such experiences.

Foundation, which organises training sessions

about ways of making art available to people that

and meetings in various cities. What have you

are blind or visually impaired, I thought, ‘Dear
God, then let us do this! This is fantastic!’.

Suddenly I was deprived of this pleasure. When

reproducing painting, photographs and other
two-dimensional works. A blind person, when

How can we encourage the disabled audiences to

achieved so far?

presented with typhlo-graphics, gets a chance to

visit museums? Are there any trusted methods?

The foundation has existed under this name since

really explore the given artwork. And, secondly,

The Tate Modern has for over a dozen years now

13 November 2012. It was born from the project

Your workshops are open-entry and you also

we try to encourage museum professionals to

held cyclical workshops for blind audiences. It

Beyond Silence and Darkness of the Foundation for

invite people with no disabilities to participate.

really think about letting blind visitors touch

is good to introduce a certain regular pattern,

Children ‘Help on Time’. By then, I was working

Why?

some objects at their exhibitions.

one dedicated day. Once a month, once every

with Ania Żórawska, taking our first steps in

We want to connect everyone: the blind, the

two months, depending on how often the

trying to make museums available to people with

deaf and those with no disabilities. This is when

And how do their react? The idea of people

exhibitions change. Let these sessions be adapted

visual impairment. As the foundation is based

everybody learns from one another, we do not

touching objects at exhibitions is quite unusual.

to the needs of special audiences, but also open

in Warsaw, we have achieved the most in the

create any ghettoes or isolate universes. Culture

It depends. In 2012, at Zachęta’s initiative,

to people with no disabilities, or else we create

capital. We also visited Słupsk, where we wrote

allows for some beautiful encounters, where

we organised a meeting with conservators-

some sort of a sad ghetto. Once such meetings

audio description for Witkacy’s pastel paintings,

everybody wins.

restorers. They discussed whether something

find their place in the cultural calendar, people

terrible would really happen if a blind person

with disabilities will really start profiting. People

touched an art object under surveillance. No

will learn about them through the grapevine, the

one expects museums to allow people to touch

interest will grow. But we have to work on it.

works of particular value or those that are really
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fragile, such as, say, the Lady with an Ermine. On

Together with Wojciech Figiel, you conduct

the other hand, if we talk about works made of

academic research on the needs of people with

plastic, stone or metal, maybe this would not

visual impairment in museums. How advanced

be such a crime. In the early 2000s, right after

are you?

I lost my sight, I went to Florence to the Uffizi

We carried out a survey and we are now preparing

Gallery. When during a tour the guide learnt

for qualitative research. 210 people replied to our

that I was blind, she said ‘Put on those gloves,

questionnaire. It is quite a huge number and we

you will be able to touch some of the objects’.

are satisfied. During the qualitative stage, we will

It was incredible! I did not know it could be

aim to make our results more precise and collect

possible. And some of the non-blind visitors

further information in order to better understand

commented they also wanted to touch the

and explain the outcomes.

Workshops at MOCAK
Graboszyce. Everyday Life
in Art, co-host:
Zofia Kerneder,
photo: A. Żórawska
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Grey Tape

Kacper Nurzyński

Kacper Nurzyński
Translation: Anna Wolna-Nocoń

Grey Tape
Art is...

5. The tool-subject has a consciousness. It is the
collective consciousness produced by culture

a method of communication – of constructing
messages and asking questions.

and established in a specific object.
6. The well-formed and established consciousness
manifested in a specific tool (which, for some

Dóra Mauer What Can One Do with a Cobble Stone?

reason, humanity accepted as important and
necessary) deforms the unstable and malleable

In her performance What Can One Do with a Cobble

consciousness of the human being.

Stone?, Dóra Mauer used simple props (a cobble
stone, a rope, a straw net) in a special way in

By presenting such a relationship between

order to convey complex meanings.

a human being and a tool, we may ask the
following questions:

Such a limitation of means of expression makes
imagination more active, helps uncover the
potential meanings hidden deep inside the
mundane reality, find new ways of utilising
familiar objects and thus construct an artistic

1. In what way does the invention of the calendar
influence the duration of my life?
2. What directions and places would I know if
I did not know shoes?

message.

3. What flavours would I know if I did not know

In my photo series, I also used a very simple,

4. In what ways would my dreams unravel if

cutlery?
everyday object to construct my message. It was

I did not know pillows?

a grey packaging tape.
Educational task proposal
Photographic series
1. Choose a prop (it may be a grey tape).
1. Grey tape refers to the relationship between
a person and a tool.
2. Grey tape uncovers the nature of the invisible
bond between the person and the tool.

for instance, stuck onto one’s own body or
other people’s bodies, it may connect people,
it can be used to create various spatial forms,

the person and the tool, questions the

using the equipment available in the room, it

subordinate role of the tool in relation to the

can be used to make tape pictures on the wall,

4. The human being, concealed, anonymous,

create inscriptions, etc.).
3. Using the prop, prepare an artistic message in

passive, becomes an object, while the tool,

the form of a photo series or a performance.

highlighted, concrete, active, lively, becomes

4. Form a narrative out of the photographs or

a subject.

MOCAK FORUM 1/2014 [8]

communicative potential (a grey tape may be,

3. Grey tape, by blurring the boundaries between

human being.

72

2. Analyse its features, possibilities of expression,

arrange them into a special composition.

Dóra Mauer, What Can One
Do with a Cobble Stone?,
1971, photograph, 80 × 70
cm, MOCAK Collection
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Katarzyna Wincenciak

Herz
During the opening of the exhibition Crime
in Art in MOCAK Justyna Koeke realised the
performance entitled Herz.
The artist has closed herself off to the world in
a beautiful costume of memories, composed in
the colours that, for her, evoke her childhood.
Unfortunately, evil children, trained to be aggressive,
destroyed her enticing clothes and forced her into
a direct confrontation with the world.

Justyna Koeke (b. 1976) Her work employs

a camp aesthetic, consciously hovering on the
verge of shameless kitsch. She uses her power
to provoke, sometimes through sex, in order to
draw attention to the subjects she tackles.

Justyna Koeke,
Herz, 15.5.2014,
photo documentation
of the performance,
photo K. Wincenciak
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